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PUMPING OUT QUARRY
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T H E F O R T Y CLUB

GRANGE FAIR A SUCCESS

LOU TELLEGEN A

Granite Operations May Be Resumed
St.
At Hallowell. By New York Firm
Subscriptions S3 00 per year payable In

advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon clrcula,lon and very reasonable

Covered by an estimated 4,000,000
gallons of water, granite from the 95
The Rockland Oazette was established
In 1846 In 1814 the Courier was estab year old disused Hallowell quarry may
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882 The Free Press was established again tina a marget. Workmen are
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated j pumping out the water, to permit a
March 17. 1897.
thorough survey of the clear granite
beneath.
The work was undertaken by a
The habit of looking at the
committee
of the Chamber of Com— bright side of things Is worth
•— more than a thousand a year. ♦ i merce and the Central Maine Power
— —Samuel Johnson.
Co.. In the expectation a New York
firm would take over the quarry for
operations. Pumping operations will
I require 10 days to two weeks.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY

♦+++♦♦♦+♦♦ ; +♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*++♦ The quarry wafi opened ta 1839 gnd
I
ONE YEAR AGO
J I for many years employed 500 persons
♦ j In cutting out the granite used in
♦ ♦ ++++++^.i.»»++++4.4.+++4-t.+ gome Qf the mOfit famQUS bulldlngs
Prom the files of The Courier-Ga and monuments in the country.
zette we learn th at:—
Among these was the Hall of Records
Ensign Otis was appointed record in New York City. In later years the
er of Rockland Municipal Court to only activity a t the quarry has been
succeed Adelbert L. Miles, resigned.
the production of paving blocks and
Henry Keller of Rcckport was finally this was abandoned as the
elected president of the Kncx-Lin- trend grew toward concrete and
coln Farm Bureau. Women won the asphalt paving.
membership contest.
Pur coats lined and repaired.
The Maine Coast Mission boat
Sunbeam rescued the the dragger• M a C. H. Merrifield. 362 Main St.
84-tf
xima, and saved pos ible loss of life.

NOON PLANE SERVICE
The noon plane service to V inalhaven, N orth H aven
and Stonington is R estored T oday in answ er to
popular request
Plane Leaves R ockland a t L 30

COMING FR ID A Y -SA TU R D A Y
ON THE STAGE IN PERSON

Colum bia B roadcasting Hill-Billies

A Real T reat For Both Old a n d Y oung
Never Before Seen in R ockland
ON THE SCREEN

BUCK JONES in “FIGHTING CODE”

PARK @

NO ADVANCE
IN PRICES

CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc
COR. MAIN & LIMEROCK STREETS
ROCKLAND, ME.
OFFERS

0

SPECIAL HALLOWEEN CANDY
Made by Whitman and Page & Shaw

2 5 c to $ 4 .0 0
H allow een B rick & M ellon M ould Ice C ream
Made by Pro-jov
TEL. 378 FOR PARTY DELIVERIES
Last week we gave away Three Free Trips to Boston and Return
This week the numbers are 4287—I586
Make your purchase with us and receive the FREE Coupon
You may be the happy one
Free Trips to Boston and Return Every Week—Sponsored only by

THE CORNER D R UG STORE, Inc.
OUR HALLOWEEN WINDOW WILL HELP YOU DECIDE
Free Favors to Bridge Clubs using our Halloween Candy and
Ice Cream

CUT O U T THIS A D !
With It And

$5.98
We will give you our regular 88.00

STEAM OIL PERM ANENT
which gives you a soft and natural wave.

KERA-TONIC REWAVE

PRICE

All permanents done by Mr. Merrow
______

S P E C IA L

N O T I C E ,!

This Is positively the last time this coupon will be published. Cut it
out TODAY If you wish the Bargain Permanent Value of $5.98. The
coupons will be good until Dec. I, but no more will be printed.

A L’S HAIRDRESSING SALON
286 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 826
we Employ Experienced, Expert, Licensed Operators

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
OFFERS

Its Six P er C ent
C um ulative P referred Stock
A HOME COMPANY AVD LOCAL INVESTMENT
LEGAL FOR MAI 2 SAVINGS BANKS
TAX FREE TO HOLDERS IN MAINE
FREE FROM NORMAL FEDERAL INCOME TAX
Par value $100. Dividends payable quarterly, February, May,
August and November 1st. Callable as a whole or in part at $105
a share.
>
This stock, issued under the approval of the Public Utilities
Commission is offered to investors a t a price of $98.00 per share and
accrued interest, yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
Subscriptions for this stock will be leceived at the office of the
company, 5 Lindsey Street, Rockland, Maine.
CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO.

78S-eoT-tf
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THREE CENTS A COPY

SUICIDE

TALK OF TH E TOWN

Perobscot View Folks please the
G eorge P astor Elected H ears Som e V ery Interesting
Miss Ruth Dondis Is temporarily
Public and Put Money in the Till
employed
in the office of Alan L.
Things A b o u t Mail Service
President o f C hristian En-------I Lou Tellegen, matinee idol of the | tigation, reported the death was unBird,
attorney.
Penobscot View Orange held
sllent fllm day8, dled ye.terd»y in Los doubtedly suicide.
New C om m ittees
deavorers A t Brunsw ick
annual fair Friday, with Mrs. C. E. I
| Mrs. J. P. Cudahy, in whose home
The High School football squad was
The Forty Club yesterday learned' Gregory as general chairman. Beano Angeles from seven stab wounds In Te]legen llved said he had been m
Rev. F. W. Barton of Tenant's
entertained
by Coach Sezak Friday
Harbor was elected president of the a whole lot about the postal system, was the main attraction afternoon his left breast which police said he 1and despondent and expressed fe a r! at one of his famous gatherings.
and evening, with Helen Merry and apparently inflicted with a pair of ■he was losing his mind,
Maine Christian Endeavor Union at and from an authority — Assistant Charles L. Gregory in charge assisted
scissors.
j The actor was once leading man for ] Games were topped off with refresh
ments.
the closing session of the annual Postmaster Henry C. Chatto, who not by Mrs. Rita Calderwood and Miss
The former husband of Geraldine Sarah Bernhardt. In recent years he
three-day convention held in the only knows the local routine from Dorothy Flanders. There were sev
had been inactive on the screen.
John G. Snow has moved from
Farrar, the opera singer, was found
Lou Tellegen was an intimate friend
A to Z, but who has read extensive eral booths including fancy work, ice
Berean Baptist Church, Brunswick.
Orange
street to the house a t 81 Sum
dying
in
the
bathroom
of
his
home,
cream, country store, grabs, aprons
of Marshall Bradford and wife
One hundred and. twenty-five dele ly concerning the development of
and candy. The quilt was drawn by the blood-stained scissors near his (Adelyn Bushnell) and spent the mer street, recently vacated by R. H.
gates, the largest number in the his mail handling.
Clarence Gray an d box of candy by outstretched right arm. Tellegen, 52 greater part of a recent summer sea Britt. Mr. Britt has moved into the
house on Talbot avenue known as the
Caroline Swett
It dates back, he told' his in te r William Clinton.
tory of the organization, were pres
son at their home in Thomaston. The
years old. died an hour later.
Simonton house.
ent and! the sessions were attended ested listeners to the very begin won the cake. Supper was served
writer of this article secured him as a
Ill health and the fear he was los
with
Mrs.
C.
E.
Gregory
in
charge
as
speaker before the Rockland Lions
by between 200 and 200 persons. ning of our civilization, when c a r
Colby and Maine, winners of Satur
ing his mind were ascribed by police Club, and p number of similar en
Cliarles Oremmels of New York city riers and messengers used to carry sisted by Mrs. Inez Packard, Mrs.
day's preliminaries in the State
Nellie
Hall,
Mrs.
Flora
Maxey,
Mrs.
and
his
physician
as
the
probable
gagements followed. Tellegen also ap
was the speaker a t Sunday’s session.
football series, clash at Orono next
love letters and more serious m es Belle Gregory. Misses Cora Whitney reason for the act. Detective Lieut.
peared on the stage In Thomaston
Other officers elected were: The
Saturday,
and Maine is expected to
and
Hilda
Wall.
H
ie
waitresses
were
Frank Egan, who conducted an inves- and Camden with local casts.
Rev. H. Skilton, Portland, vice sages afoot and on horseback. B ut
be the favorite by virtue of the fact
Mrs.
Rita
Calderwood.
Mrs.
Ruth
president; Miss Margaret Webber, this was only for a high hat dllenthat a fluke alone prevented Colby
Bartlett and Misses Jeannette and
Mapleton, second vice president; tele.
Florence Philbrook. Helen Merry and O U R LO CAL G E O L O G Y L IV E V . F. W . W O R K E R S from losing to Bowdotn last Satur
The first general service was es
Howard Boynton, Gardiner, third
Dorothy Flanders.
day.
.
vice president; Miss Rena Kerr, tablished in 1516, between V ienna
The entertainment in the evening C arl H. Sonntag G ives Gar- C hester D. Stone Post of
Hallowell, secretary; and Miss K ath and Berlin. In 1657 the English was in charge of Mrs. Grace Rollins,
den Club V aluable Points
F riendship Adds Seven Two hundred men from New Eng
service had its inception. The early consisting of piano solo. Mrs. Carleen
leen Somers, Bangor, treasurer.
land States are to be accepted im
M em bers To Rolls
O n That S ubject
Department superintendents named Colonists in this country h ad no Nutt; readings. Mrs. Blanche Morton;
mediately for enlistment in the
were Miss Ruth Ramsdell, Portland, satisfactory method of sending solo, Mrs. Gladys Morgan accompan-’
The October meeting of the Garden' The first step In the drive for new United States Army to fill service
junior and intermediate; the Rev. mail to England, but sea captains ied by Miss M argaret Stahl; readings,
recruits was taken Oct. 23 when organizations in this section to their
H. W. Nutter, Liberty, efficiency and carried it, and left it a t the coffee Mrs Grace Rollins: solo. Norman Club was held at the home of Mrs.
full strength, according to announce
extension; Miss Ju an ita Johnson, houses to be delivered, as the occa Crockett, accompanied by Miss Helen Maude Smith, and the goodly num Commander B. B Jameson, assisted ment made at the First Corps Area
ber present listened with keen inter by three able lieutenants, surround headquarters, Army Base, Boston.
Brunswick, quiet hour and steward sion offered. In 1639 a Boston post- Merry
The Grange thanks all who made est to the Informative talk given by ed the seven new members who were
ship; Rev. Frederick W. Smith, office was established in a private
Waterville, Christian citizenship; home. In 1672 was taken the first It possible for our fair being a suc Carl H Sonntag
obligated during the meeting of Oct.
Tile musical comedy 'The World's
the Rev. J. C. MacDonald, Rockland, step for domestic postal service be cess, especially those who took part
Mr. Sonntag had as his subject 24. Fairly fast work In 24 hours! All Right" presented last week under
life's work; and Harry Vinal, Gardi tween New York and Boston. May In the entertainment, which was
"The Geology of Knox County,” and This Post believes It 1s good policy to the auspices of the Parent-Teacher
1, 1693 began a weekly service be much enjoyed.
ner, alumni.
Association netted th a t organization
ha<T
many specimens of rocks to Illus feed the troops, so everybody had his
The Pastoral Council will be com tween New Hampshire and Virginia.
a little more than $300, rather a tidy
O L D A G E P E N S IO N S
trate his talk. He covered the terri fill of lobster stew, coffee, and other sum to help in the noteworthy work
posed of Rev. Charles G. Nutter of ! Benjamin Franklin in 1737 formed
the
nucleus
for
the
present
system.
tory
from Cushing to Camden, known delicacies. The ceremonial initiation being done for needy school children
Brunswick. Rev. S. O . Tuctaer of
Leadbetter Says Next Legislature
Mr. Chatto recalled that one man
ap
the
Rockland Quadrangle. He was very Impressive, all members of and in school activities needing as
Newcastle, and Rev. P C. Clark of
Will Probably Provide Funds
paid $40 for sending three letters
sistance. Pronounced one of the best
Rumford.
touched upon Beauchamp Point, Mt. the Post being present.
The Post will ‘visit Williams Bra shows of the kind ever given in this
from Falmouth, Maine to Boston.
The Maine Legislature, convening Battle, Mt. Megunticook, Penobscot
The total number of employes in in January, probably will provide Bay, and other points within the zier Post, A. L. Nov. 7. Cooperation city, no small part of the supccess was
PA RK TH EA TR E
the system a t present is 325.000. funds for old age pensions. George W Quadrangle. Of unusual interest was withfi and warm friendship for ‘he due to the director, Miss Adelaide E.
Legion will be furthered by this Post Cross. "
The Pox Film production, "365 During the fiscal year there were Leadbetter, Commissioner of Health the statement that Knox County just to the fullest extent of Its ability. We
Nights in Hollywood." will be seen handled three billion parcels, 14 bil and Welfare, told the Maine missed being an important source of are pleased to note that for some rea
The last legislature empowered the
lion postage stamps and over a bil Municipal Officers and Assessors' nickel—one percent copper and one
Wednesday and Thursday.
son—perhaps not hard to guess—both Qovernor to appoint a commission to
percent
nickel—a
deposit,
the
only
Association.
lion
post
cards*
Twine
to
encircle
The picture laughs a t many of the
The old age pension law was e n  one of its kind in the world found on the Legion and V.F.W. find it very make a survey of school conditions In
foibles and the fancies of the screen the globe 32 times was used.
acted
at the last regular session of a farm near Union, owned by a Mr easy to increase their membership at the State of Maine. The commission
The
local
delivery
service
was
es
great and their native heath. In par
the
Legislature.
Leadbetter said, but Davis. However, something b etter! this time. Those khaki clad men who engaged Dr. Paul Mort »f Columbia
ticular it is said to hold its sides over tablished Jan. 1, 1899, and has been
with
the
provision
it should not be was located in Canada, and that was ' under showers of cigarettes, confetti University to carry out the survey.
operated
continuously
ever
since.
In
the phoney movie schools which
i and blessings marched away in 1917 The report now ready to be made
come
effective
until
the Governor that.
flourish in that center of "side" and the summer time the Rockland posthave once more been awakened, but public is most comprehensive, and as
Study
shows
that
Maine
was
buried
and
Council
should
find
means
of
office is the receiving point for 32
capital of charlatans.
it's a different kind of shower now a result of It a definite plan of school
under
the
third
ice
age,
300
feet
thick.
:
financing
it
and
report
their
recom
Alice Faye is seen as a young screen j other offices. An air mail letter leaivin fact, "It's raining all the time,” support will be presented to the next
Mr.
Sonntag
demonstrated
with
wood
mendations
as
to
Its
feasibility
at
the
aspirant from Peoria (of all places!) lng Rockland at 2.20 p. m. will be
and
If we're not mistaken there’s a legislature, Saturday at 2 o'clock a
how
rock
layers
are
changed
by
the
Illinois, while Jimmy Dunn is cast as delivered in San Francisco a t 9 p. m. next regular session.
bit of sleet mixed in here and there. public meeting will be leld a t the
movement
of
the
earth
’s
surface
Leadbetter
declared
that
sentiment
a smart-cracking picture director who the next day.
High School auditorium to present
A letter was read by the secretary,
had grown in favor of the law. indi
has had his moment in the sun—and
President Bird appointed these
Parents will be pleased to know the findings to the citizens of this
Mrs.
Pauline
MacWilliams,
extending
eating
enactm
ent
with
financial
finds the shade a trifle chilly. Her committees: Attendance. Dr. Lloyd
an Invitation from Miss Cooley to the that we have Instituted proceedings city. Dr. Mort himself will be pres
problem ls’tC get th e top. His Is to Richardson and Edward Barnard; backing by the next Legislature.
club to meet a t Garthgannon Lodge with a view toward reorganizing the ent. and after setting forth the find
get there too-w hich is Just about I
Kendrick Llbby,
next
summer It was warmly received, ! BoV Scouts of our locality with an ings and offering recommendations
DR. CHARLES E. BRITTO
twice as hard once you've already j
M
Miss
Cooley's fine hospitality In this Increased membership.
Are you of the survey group, the meeting will
been there. Frank Mitchell and Jack J
,
.. ...
T
„
.
,
12d: general activities, Lawrence
summer's
entertainment
remaining
a
'>Lher
PoM*
taking
an
interest
In these be opened for discussion. No think
Dr. Charles Edward Britto, 65. pracDurant are a pair of slightly cuckoo i
_ .
{ticing physician at Stockton Springs lovely memory to all those who a t little men? It Is not such a bad idea. ing citizen can afford to stay away
. ice-men who pick Alice as a star—and M “er> rancls
«• u .
from this meeting Be present and
• • • •
then set out to pave the way for her
McCar^ and
Rue- [ for 30 years, died Oct. 24. after being tended.
The committee In charge of the
j success.—adv.
I £el1' On tbe Program conwnittee for in serious condition for the past year.
Oct. 27: Fresh from the convention show your interest In the future of
our public schools.
_______________________________i November are Arthur Orne and Lou
The son of Martin and Sarah Britto meeting comprised Mrs. Kathleen in Louisville. Ky.. Mrs. Evelyn Riggs
B. Cook.
Fuller.
Mrs.
Gertrude
Wooster,
and
of
Auburn
this
evening
addressed
a
he was born in Patterson. Putnam
Pleasant Valley Orange will have a
large assembly of ludies eligible for Halloween social at its hall, Middle
County, N. Y., and brought to Rock Miss Caroline Jameson.
membership in the Auxiliary now street, Wednesday evening a t 7.30.
land while an Infant and here grew
P R IC E S A B O V E U S U A L
THE SMART THING THIS WEEK I to manhood. His early practice was
Hour, 50c
forming in Friendship. Her splen The semi-operetta "Katrina's Party,”
didly delivered address won the ap by W Clark Sandercook, will be pre
% Hour, 75c; 1 Hour $1.00
in Rockland. He removed to StockT H U R SD A Y N IG H T
ton Springs in 1906, during the early Relationship Between Poultry Re proval of all present with her uplift sented as part of the entertainment,
Tel. 1018-M
M. F. LAMB
BERNIE M A R R
ceipts and Feed Costs Favorable To ing stories, and comprehensive de
126-127&129
days of the railroad boom. For a
and his relebrated
under the direction of Ethel B. ConEastern Farmer
scription of the V.F.W. National non. The cast includes Mrs. Gussie
]
time
he
was
surgeon
to
the
Bull
HILL-BILLIES
Home for widows and orphans at
H alloween M asquerade : Steamship Co. at that port, and also County Agent Wentworth is send Eaton Rapids; she gained and held Chase, E tta Anderson, Mildred
for a time contract surgeon for a
Sprague, Hazel Bartlett. Alice Wyllie,
We will take you as you are
ing to poultrymen of Knox and Lin their Interest until almost regretfully Marcia Greene, Walter Connon. Ellis
granite company at Stonington.
Now is the time to have your Feather
OCEAN V IE W
Bed made Into Mattresses and Pillowa
He was born with an excellent gift coln Counties a summary of the they adjourned to enjoy a sumptuous Sprague. Edward Tolman, Raymond
BALLROOM
Hair Mattresses also made over.
for
his chosen profession, inspiring situation according to R. N. Ather banquet given from the home of Mrs. Anderson. Lee Morse, Clarence Wiley,
Admission 40c, 25c
Albert Jameson. Here Comrade Mr. Myrtle Makinen. In the chorus will
A. F. IRELAND
ton, extension economist.
P. O.Box 6 3 ...... THOMASTON, ME. Belfast Opera House Every Tues. confidence In his patients and proRiggs showed Junior Commander be Sue Spear, Virginia Haskell,
Relationship
between
egg
prices
130*131
J
during
notable
results.
He
was
a
118-121
Fred Young awe-inspiring pictures of Nellie Teel, H arriett Grover, Mildred
and
feed
costs
remains
favorable
for
most congenial companion. His health
eastern poultrymen but decidedly some pretty stiff artillery action Williams. The story of Halloween is
had been falling for several years.
somewhere in France. Ladies will cleverly done by song and pantomime
For the past 20 years he had made unfavorable In the Midwest and far
elect their officers at the home of and will surely please both adul*. and
West.
his home with the Misses Colcord, and
Mrs B B. Jameson tonight. With children. "The Legend of Sleepy
Laying flocks are about ten
it was from their home th a t the
the installation scheduled for an early Hollow," told by Herr Van Ripper
cent
below
the
five-year
average
and
funeral services were held Sunday.
date the organization will be func
Members of Pownal Masonic Lodge this proportion will probably con tioning smoothly within one month. beside the usual ghost and goblin
tales, make It truly Halloween. Fear
of which he was a member attended tinue so during the winter months.
Mrs. Thomas Stone and Mrs. Orrin
Storage stocks of eggs are the Creamer mother, and sister of our de ye not, but the witches will greet you,
in a body. Interment was in Sea
View cemetery, Rockland. The floral principal source of supply during the parted comrade, for whom the Post try to discourage you from attend
Music By
ing. But keep on if you wish to find
tributes bespoke the high regard held fall and winter. Storage stocks of was named, were present tonight.
LEW H O O Y and his CLUB CHALFONTE O R C H .
Halloween. A small admission Is
frozen poultry are now Just begin
j for the deceased.
charged, and there will be candy and
Of North Carolina. A Ten-Piece Band playing only a few places in
Dr. Britto is survived by his brother ning a period of accumulation. With
Maine
pop com for sale. Games and an
H A M LIN 'S N E X T BILL
flocks reduced below those of last
George
W.
Britto,
a
nephew
Walter
F..
Opening Night, Management J. A. Brewster
old witch to tell your fortune will be
and niece, Mrs. Pearl Studley, all of year, storage stocks are not likely
Y oung A udette T o Face in keeping with the day. Those hav
to be as large this winter as last.
Rockland.
D A NC E EVERY W ED NESDA Y NIG H T
ing costumes are requested to wear
Relatively light receipts of both
Freddie Low In Friday them.
With the Best Dance Orchestras available in this area
TO {MAKE LIQUOR LAWS
chicken and eggs are factors keep
Night Boxing Show
ing prices of these products some
The
86th
Legislature
has
been
called
what above their usual seasonal
Young Audette’s admirers in fistic
>.j.++.fr+4.+.H:-**********4-*+***********++*+++*+<-*4'+*+***
to convene in special session Nov. 6 trends. In the egg situation storage j circles will have another opportunity
by Gov. Brann to enact liquor cop stocks are also rather light. The to see him in action at the Rockland
trol and revenue laws. Revenue to usual seasonal course of chicken Athletic Club Friday night when he
the S tate from liquor, the Chief Ex prices at this time of the year is appears in the main bout with Fred
COMPLETE LINE OF
ecutive said, “may be expected to downward. During the next three or die Low who now hails from Bangor, YO UR F A V O R IT E P O E M
CHOICE M EATS
reach $1,000,000, possibly $2,000,000” four months the influence of the but who Is well known here. Low Is Tf I had my life to live again 1
GROCERIES
FRUITS
VEG ETA BLES
the first year. Cost of the special light suppnes is likely to maintain a clever and rangy boxer, and would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
CA SH A N D C A R R Y
session would be approximately $8000 and possibly widen the margin of Audette will have to extend himself leant once a week. The loss of these
tastes la a loss of happiness.—Gharlea
j if the law makers remained on the chicken and egg prices over those If he expects to win.
Darwin.
W ith Low Prices in Accord W ith Low O verhead
Job for a week.
Waldoboro's
premier
white
hope,
of a year earlier. Improvement in
FIDELE
—
demand conditions would increase Kid Jordan, also faces a tough cus Fear no more the heat o’ the sun.
WHAT
A
MAN!
tomer
in
Frisco
Dick
of
Augusta.
The
COR. MAIN AND ROCKLAND STS. NORTHEND ROCKLAND
Nor the furious winter's rages;
this tendency
thy worldly task hast done.
fans who follow the fortunes of the Thou
Home art gone, and ta ’en thy.
4-4H-4-+++++4>+4-4-++++4.++++$^.4.++.>4
Charles F. Mann, editor of the Enwages:
Lincoln County pugilist are prepared
DR. J. H. DAMON
Golden lads and girls all must.
terprise of Lisbon Falls, says: “For
to bet their bucks on him. regardless As chimney-sweepers, come to dust.
43 years, whether at home or away,
of the Frisco fighter's fame.
D entist
Fear no more the frown o’ the great.
. I wrote the editorials appearing In
Thou are past the tyrant's stroke;
Ponzi Cochran, still smarting over
Care no more to clothe and eat;
Over N ew b erry’s 5c A 10c Store
my paper, and yet survive, am pay
the
tanning
he
got
from
Gold
Coast
To thee the reed. Is as the oak:
R O C K L A N D , M E.
ing 100 cents on the dollar and am
sceptre, learning, physic, must
Ournier, Is taking the latter on again The
OCEAN V IE W
All follow this, and come to dust.
Telep hon e 415-W
reasonaby happy.”
In the top prelim, and there Is a gleam
121Ttf
Fear no more the llghtnlng-flaah.
BALL R O O M
In the lad’s eye which bodes 111 for
Nor the all-dreaded thunder-stone:
Fear
not slander, censure rash;
the Fortr-Niner.
Music by
Thou hast finish’d Joy and moan:
W
E
BU
Y
All
lovers
young, all lovers must
Other
prelims
will
bring
together
Am Specializing in Nursing
EDDIE W H A L E N
Consign to thee, and come to dust.
And Care of Patients at my home.
Battling Pierce of Camden and Don
and his
Ideal Rooms and Personal Attention.
No exorclser harm thee!
Michaud of Bangor Johnny BoardClarence E. Daniels
Nor no witchcraft charm thee!
PR IV A T EER S
Nora Wright
JEWELER
man of Rockland and Red Rollins of Ghost unlaid forbear thee!
Nothing 111 come near thee
80 Crescent Street,
Rockland
370 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND Bangor; and Percy Porter and Ed Quiet
consummation have:
B a llo o n s, P r iz e s , F u n
125*130
78 tf
And
renowned be thy gra\e!
Childs, the youthful Rockland mixers.
—William Shakespeare.

PIANO LESSONS

FEATHER BEDS

□

HALLOWEEN BALL

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
W ednesday, O ctober 31

GROCERY AND MARKET

McNally &

gerrish

HALLOWEEN DANCE TONIGHT

OLD

GOLD

R o c k la n d C o u r ie r -G a z e tte , T u e s d a y , O c to b e r 3 0 , 1 9 3 4

Page T w o

The C ourier-G azette ,

FINDS BANKS WILLING
BORROWERS CAUTIOUS

RO CK PORT

the members received good block-!
ing, was far ahead of the Shells. The
Witches, showing the effects of hours
of practice, blocked with split second
timing and their tackles were of he I
spine tingling variety. On top of all
this they played the game as though I
I they really enjoyed It, displaying an I
aggressive, yet clean, brand of foot
ball, and numerous spectators at the
game would like to see the Witches
reappear here.
The summary,
Rockland
Ipswich
Mannone, Mazzeo, le ...... le, Budzy
Glover. I t .......................... It. Galanis
Fales. l g .......................lg. Pournazcs ]
DeWinter, Larrabee, c c, Alexopoulos
Olson, rg ............ rg. Green. Bukron
Frye, r t ................rt, J. Costas, Waz
Cannon. Fifield. re .........................
................. re, Christopher. Pickerl j
Nash, q b .......................... qb, Dziadosz :
Wiggin. Spear, lh ............................
................. lh, Lampson, Callahan
Black. Plaisted, rh .........................
.....................rh, Anzouni, M, Costas
races 60 yards for a touchdown
Valenta. Hamlin, fb .......... fb. Carey
point after the touchdown on the
Touchdown, Lampson. Referee, SeRonald iBulldogl Colman, seems eager to be handcuffed by Officer
old statue cf liberty play.
zak (Maine). Umpire. Wot ton (Bowllalliwr'l Hobbes in this scene from "Bulldog Dmmmcnd Strikes
Back," mystery thriller which comes Wednesday and Thursday.
For jhe rest of the game the Rock-1dotn). Head linesman, Accardl (Rockla n j Frosh were content to play de- i land). Time, four 11-mlnute periods,
The story is based on the latest Loretta Young portrays the girl,
fenslve football and showed defen' I
novel by H. C. McNeile. depicting the Warner Oland plays the Prince,
sive strength when they stopped a
In answer to popular request the further exploits of the lovable adven Charles Butterworth is seen qg Drum
strong Camden drive on the 10- noon plane service from Rockland to
mond's not quite bright friend Algy,
turer. The excitement starts when
yard line.
the islands is restored today and will
and Una Merkel appears as the bride
For Camden. Gregory, Dunbar and be maintained as long as business Drummond attempts to unravel a Algy deserts on her wedding night to
Darning mystery for a dabble In mystery with Drummond.
Marrir.er played a great game, while holds up Plane will leave Rockland completely baffling
for Rockland the remarkable hard at 1.30; Vinalhaven at 1.45: Stoning-' beautiful young girl whose uncle dis- C. Aubrey Smith plays Inspector
work of Quarterback Bill Karl, plus ton a t 155 and North Haven a t 2 appears strangely in the London Niedlson of Scotland Yard who conj house of a sinister Oriental prince, tributes complications —adv.
the gritty plunging of the midget o'clock,—adv.

WON LAST HOME GAME

Mrs Charles D. Bassett of Brock
ton, Mass., Is visiting her mother Mrs.
Fred Hartford. Later Mrs. Hartford
plans to go to Brockton to remain
with her daughter during the winter.
P ro m in en t W r ite r Refutes
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Rhodes visited
TIIE SHERIFFS COCKADE
Statem ents B ankers A re
his parents Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Rhodes,
Refusing Sound Loans—
Sr., last week, enroute from MatiniDescribes Reasons fo r Re
With the changes that the new year
cus to Portland to attend the State
duced V o lu m e o f C redit.
is to present to us. we are to note
Teachers' Convention. During their
among other things having to do with
absence their daughter Betty Ann.
the official life of the county, the piG U RES supplied by typical, wellwas with her uncle and aunt, Mr. and
introduction into office of a new • managed banks In different parts
Mrs. Cecil Rhodes.
sheriff, Mr. Ludwick. no less, the of the country show that a high pro
Mrs Albert Young recently enter
choice of our county voters in the portion of all applications for loans
tained at her home on Summer street.
have
been
granted
in
the
pa3t
year
recent election. I t is an office of
or two, says Albert W. Atwood In a Mrs. Doris Reidy, Mrs. Alice Priest
responsibility and as such entitled to recent article in The Saturday Eve
and Miss Helena Upham.
a recognition which we are confident ning Post on “The Idle Dollar.” Ex
George Hyler is architect and
its new cccupant will give to it. We cerpts from Mr. Atwood's article fol
builder of the attractive house being
should not go the length of setting up low:
“Frequently banks state that as erected on upper Elm street. Camden,
in the connection any general
high
as 90 per cent of all such appli for Forrest Spear.
opinions but in a quiet and non-arguMr. and Mrs. Frederick H. Sylvester
meotative way we venture to express cations are granted and for fiom £0
to 75 per cent of the amount asked of Wollaston, Mass., spent the week
the wish that the office might see
for. Allowing that the bankers make end with her mother Mrs. Josephine
restored to it at this time the bads? these figures as favorable to their
Bohndell. They were accompanied
that in earlier days imparted distinc own case as possible, it seems
Not
hand laid on Dondis a ,
by Miss Hortense Bohndell who mo
tion to it. as well as to the people's strange that we are told again and
tored Friday to Wollaston from Port
Although the fracas took on the
representative whom they'd placed in again that banks are not lending,
land where she had been attending aspects of a brawl during various
“If
we
take
Into
account
the
whole
th a t position of trust. We allude to
the Convention, and remained with stages, the misunderstandings were
the cockade, formerly worn upon the class of regular bank borrowers, the
the Sylvesters overnight,
ironed out after two players were
sheriff's hat. announcing thereby his plain fact is very few want to bor
Kenneth Knight, with Dr. Adams of banished from the contest and Rock
row yet. For the word ‘borrow’ is
official standing and to which the
merely another name for the word Boston. John McLoon of Rockland land High continued its victorypublic gave respectful recognition. ‘debt,’ and we face a great world
and Harold Grindle of Camden, were march over the Hallowell cluster to
Those were the days when the wide drive to get out of debt.
at Surry Monday on a bird hunting the tune of 27 to 6. at Community
sessions of our court were opened
“An experienced small-city banker, trip.
Park Saturday. Both teams charge;
with a note of formality. When the asked if banks were lending freely
Mr and Mrs. Frederick Richards, each other with using unethical
enough,
wisely
replied:
'The
really
court bell souned. the sheriff caught
who attended the convention in Port methods in playing the game and the
step with the Judge a t the hotel door good borrower does not wish to bor
land. continued on to Boston Friday accusations resulted in the swinging
row
now.
In
fact,
I
think
onr
cus
and escorted that d.gnitary up School
to spend the weekend, returning of fists much to the delight of the
tomers
are
making
a
remarkably
street, while the bell steadily rang, and
fine showing in paying off their home Sunday. While there they a t bloodthirsty and the dissatisfaction
saw him properly seated in the judge's loans, especially loans of long stand
tended
the
Harvard-Dartmouth of those who prefer to witness an fullback. Rawley, great blocking of
chair. When court adjourned there ing.’
game.
exhibition of honest to goodness foot Farnham and Anderson, and the
was a similar escort to the hotel. The
T h e Shrinkage of C redit
speedy and shifty running of the
Russell Thurston was at home from ball.
Judge went clothed in his robe of
“Or if we think of business con Princeton to spend the weekend with
two junior high boys. Skinner and
Johnny
Karl,
local
quarterback
office, the sheriff wore his cockade. It cerns rather than of Individuals, It
his family.
started the scoring in the first period Huntley were outstanding.
was an occasion that carried to the is conservative to say that those able
There was a good attendance of when he circled his own left end for
The score:
public eye a sense of the dignity and to maintain high credit ratings have
members at the meeting of the Twen 18 yards and a touchdown while Ted
RrckLand—Thompson le Sukcforth
mgh standing of law and all that was been mostly the ones able to main
tain ample cash resources and. there tieth Century Club Friday afternoon Ladd was the next Rockland player It. Anderson lg, LaCrosse c, G Brown
associated with its administration.
at the home of Mrs. Blanche Ells to cross the coveted last stripe as he rg. Farnham rt, Hanley re, W. Karl l
We believe it was Sheriff Tolman fore, least in need of credit As
worth and the papers given by Mrs. rounded his own right flank on the qb. Skinner lhb, Huntley rhb. Rawprices
and
costs
fell,
many
concerns
who cast aside the sheriff's cockade,
found themselves with plenty of Nellie Morton and Mrs Frances end of a double reverse, from the 15- ley fb.
which was some years ago. and by that
cash because of the shrinkage in Carleton were exceedingly interesting.
yard ribbon.
Camden—Gregory le. Dunbar It, M e-'
untimely gesture ended a custom that operations. Cash resources were still
Mrs. Carleton will be hostess at this
Diminutive "Mashie" Dondis, then J eon lg. Beverage c. Hardy rg. Henhad for generations been observed. further swollen -by reduced divi
week's meeting.
We believe it would b» • good thing dends, and smaller Inventories made
took it unto himself to reel off the ! dricks rt. Trask, re. Dickens, Belyea
ByTon Rider returned Sunday from
bank borrowings still less necessary.
restored.
longest run of the day. and after qt>„ Fairbrother lhb. Richards, rhb.
“Expressed in another way, banks Searsport where he spent the school intercepting a Hallowell pass In th- I Marriner fb.
cannot expand credit, they cannot vacation with his grandparents. Mr. third period galloped 60 yards to a ■ Touchdowns, Skinner, Huntley,
IN E L E C T IO N T IM E
make loans, unless there is a de and Mrs. Myron Parker.
touchdown. Nary a hand was laid
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Thompson are on Dondis as he skirted down the I Points after touchdown. Huntley.
One doesn't hear much said about mand for the same. Fundamentally,
Referee, Sezak. ^Umpires, Poland.
the business transaction makes the in Boston this week on a business trip.
sidelines to cross the goal line stand-I
'linesman? Accarffi" D m V T u r '
th at election-time proposal to spend loan, the loan does not make the
C.
E.
Rhodes,
Sr.,
Burton
F.
Rich
some more billions of the taxpayers' transaction. It is a mistake to try to
ing up. Ladd scored the final marker J
money in developing a plant at force upon business organizations ards and Leland Hawkins leave today on the prehistoric "Statue of Liberty ' j
Quoddy. which the highest engineer funds which they do not need. Under on a hunting trip in Eastern Maine.
play in the last period from the 20Mr. and Mrs. B P. Wooster re yard line, while the visitors' lone scor
Presenting one of the snappiest,
ing opinion had pronounced inadvis the circumstances, the ’idle dollar*
able. Of course the people of Maine Is a natural and proper enough phe turned Saturday from Bangor where also came in th e closing chapter, best drilled and most powerful of any
knew it to be nothing but an appeal nomenon. A demand for credit Is dif they have been visiting their son Dr, when Ladd, on an attempt to toss a teams that has ever shown here, the
for administration votes. While we ficult to create artificially, and there Ralph Wooster and family.
lateral to Karl threw the ball away
is always danger in so doing.
Rev. and Mrs. H. I. Holt went Mon and Leonard. Hallowell end. fell cn Ipswich, (Mass.) Witches rolled over
hear no more about the matter, there
"Banks must be liquid enough at
the Rockland Shells a t Community
are echoes of it down Pennsylvania all times to pay depositors. The idea day to Boston where Mrs. Holt will the leather in the end zone.
receive
medical
treatment.
Park
Sunday by a 6 to 0 score, the
way. where Senator Hastings of Dela of a commercial loan is that It rep
J. Karl, Dondss and Ladd all
The Halloween party sponsored by worked well in the backfield for court not fully indicating the vast
ware declares th a t the announcement resents a self-liquidating process in
at the White House of power surveys business, if the hanker makes only Harbor Light Club will take place this Rockland while Jimmy Accardi, ness of superiority of the visitors
of the upper Ohio and Delaware those advances that are inherently evening at Masonic hall. An excel Morgan. Poland Peterson and H. over the locals. The Witches, shoot
Rivers "is either a direct bid of sound, and selects his maturities lent program of dancing, cards, games Crockett played a strong defensive
$57.000 000 of the taxpayers' money wisely, he will have incoming funds and music has been arranged and re game for the home club. Vlnals and ing their plays with the rhythm and ,
freshments of squash and pumpkin
for the voters of Pennsylvania or it is to meet demands.
Trial both ripped off some long gains precision of a well drilled infantry '
pie. doughnuts, cheese and coffee will
G overnm ent Lending
another fake, comparable to the
for the visitors, while Keller was invaded the scoring grounds of the j
"As everybody knows, the Govern be served. Those attending who have easily the outstanding defensive star home team no less than four tim_s. i
Passamaquoddy project in Maine, de
not been solicited are asked to fur for his team.
•
j
signed solely to influence votes by a ment has vast lending agencies, tor
and the fact that they managed to i
nish pie or doughnuts, and all are re
home
owners,
farmers,
and
the
like.
promise which there is not the slight
The
summary,
capitalize only* once can be directlyJ
These have nothing to do with the quested to attend in costume.
est intention of keepng. President
Rockland
Hallowell attributed to the inability of a couple
subject of this article, except that all
Chester
Pascal
is
on
a
business
trip
Roosevelt and his New Deal are now j such Government operations would
Hellier, French, le re. Levesque, Ware of pass receivers to hang onto a pair
trying to 'Quoddyize' Pennsylvania as be Impossible it the banks did not to Boston.
Albert
Rhodes
motored
Saturday
Rubenstein,Carver. Billings, It ...... of accurate tosses.
he did in Maine," Hastings said. The lend the Government money for the
to Portland where he was joined by
............................................ rt. Lerette
The game was played as a benefit
instance shows just where the Presi purpose.
“No one can set a time when bor Mrs. Rhodes continuing thence to Peterson. Gray.Anderson, lg ............ performance, with the entire profits
dent stands in the dangling of bait
........................................... rg. Parent of the fray to be turned over to
rowing will be resumed. But it will Boston and returning home Sunday
for the voter.”
H. Crockett. Lacross. Black c
...
come when men once more feel that night.
Ralph “Gabby" Fowler, a former
Rev. G. F. Currier and family re
conditions are sufficiently settled to
.................................... c, Camponce member of the Shells and well known
W IN T E R Y E T SO M E W A Y O F F
warrant them in taking chances. In turned Friday from a visit with rela Morgan, Small, Turner. Brown, rg
baseball ’player who is in ill health.
entering upon deals, and In trying to tives at Corinna and Brewer. Mr
................-............. lg. Blake. Keller Unfortunately the weather was such
The swooping down of a cold wave make money.”
Currier also called on Rev. L. G Poland. Griffin, r t ............. It. Lafln as to keep the crowd below the ex
in the hours of Sunday night aroused
Mr. Atwood says that it may be
natural anxiety with the car-owner that the banks are overcautious now, Perry, who recently resigned from Raye. Murgita. re .......... le, Leonard pected attendance, but even though
and sent him at early morning to the just as they were overconfident in the Littlefield Baptist Church in J. Karl. L. Crockett, qb qb B Ware the air was extremely chilly a goodly
source of alcoholic protection. Usually 1929, but calls attention to the tact Rockland and is pleasantly located Ladd. Knowlton, lhb ......rhb VinaLs sized delegation was present
Condis. Lord, Hickman, r h b .........
The cost of bringing the Bay State
there appears, in these latitudes, some that until a little more than a year at Clinton.
Mr and Mrs. Ross Spear returned
........................... lhb. Vigue. Prome team here was greater than any other
manifestation of this character, but ago banks were falling “partly be
expense but even the visitors, after
it is not to occasion alarm. October cause they had loaned too freely, Sunday to East Corinth after spend Accardi. W Karl, East, Rawley. fb
and were being criticized right and ing the weekend with his parents. Mr.
........................................... fb. Trial discovering that the game was being
which on the whole has turned upon
left for precisely that.” He adds: and Mrs. L. True Spear.
Rockland—Scoring touchdowns: J. played for a popular local athlete,
us a shoulder of coolness, in another
“Indeed, the banks which had
Maynard C. Ingraham and family Karl. Ladd. 2; Dondis. Hallowell— gladly deducted a sum from their
moment will have vanished round the been cautious in their lending policy
corner and November sets up its final came through the crisis safely. Un returned Sunday from Waltham. scoring touchdowns: Leonard. Safety. none too impressive guarantee, in
autumnal rule.
There are fre der such conditions it Is utterly use Mass., where they spent a week with Trial. Points after touchdown: J. order that a larger purse might be
turned over to "Gabby". The fact
quently things about this eleventh' less to criticize banks for not mak Mrs. Ingraham's parents, Mr. and Karl (rush).
Referee: Olson (Bowdoin); umpire. that the visitors did this without
month of the calendar that one finds ing loans. After the experience they Mrs. Charles Everett.
Miss Oakes of the Maine Public Gowell (Maine); head linesman, knowing “Gabby" Fowler from Peter
not always to be praised, but one does had for several years, especially in
1932 and 1933, it is only natural that Health Department visited schools in Glover (Hebron) Time—Four 12's.
Rabb)t was all the more praiseworthy
not lose sight of the fact that the
they should relax their requirements town Monday. She was accompanied
when it is noticed th at the players
weeks of November bring Indian very slowly and gradually.
by Mrs. Ethel Hilton, of Augusta, who
had
to travel the greater part of the
8ummer in their train, and what
“Unfortunately, many of the appli
Battle Of the Frosh
day on a round trip that covered 400
could be more worth our commenda cations for loans are not from people during her stay here visited Mrs
A reorganized Rockland High miles.
tion? Rarely have the people of this who want temporary banking accom Nellie Morton and Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
School freshmen team .recruiting two
The lone score of the game came
part of Maine looked upon a more modations for three or six months Champney.
Chesley Cripps of the U. of M. spent backfield stars from the junior hign in the second canto, and was the
georgeous manifestation of autumn and arc quite able to meet their
foliage than is now being vouchsafed maturity dates, but are from those the weekend with his parents, Mr. team, defeated Friday morning a result of a well directed march from
them. Let us make the most of its > who really need permanent capital. and Mrs. Ralph W. Cripps.
Camden team which was compered cf the Witches own 40-yard stripe.
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Whitmore, freshmen and sophomores cf the After reaching the 15-yard line the
enjoyment, with Indian Summer a t 1 They are busted and they want some
one to stake them to a new start.
the full of its rule and winter not to ’ What they really seek is a partner daughter Lillian and Doris and Ar high school. Drafting Skinner and Shells put up a stubborn battle as
lene Tominski were callers Sunday on Huntley from the fast junior high they had on two previous occasions
be thought upon.
to furnish th en with long-time capi
tal. But depositors Insist upon beiDg Dr. and Mrs. Leyonbourg in Liberty. team, and giving them the play and held the visitors a t bay for three
Miss Catherine Ann is entertained
FE L T H IM S E L F E X C U S E D
paid on demand, and, therefore, it
Thursday afternoon, and reorgan downs. Captain Dziadosz than faded
i3 a grave question whether banks a group of friends Thursday night izing the team as a whole. Coa"h I back t0 his own 25_yard ribbon and
Rather a pathetic incident, the should tie up their funds for any at her home in Simonton in honor of
Sezak fielded on Friday morning ' hurled a diagonal pass to Lampson,
Massachusetts man haled into court, length of time.”
1the birthday anniversary of one of
who received the leather with open
charged with passing a red traffic
the guests, Miss Catherine Simon a team which surprised a rather arms and stepped into the pay off
light, and explaining to the judge that Banks Reduce R. F. C. D ebts ton. The time was pleasantly spent large crowd as the Rcckland Frosh, land for what eventually proved to be
he failed to notice the light because
Of $1,680,000,000 in loans made by I with games, and Miss Simonton was led by the great blocking of F arn the winning marker.
he was having a heated argument the Reconstruction Finance Corpo | presented a manicure set. In the ham. Anderson and Rawley. opened
Despite the fact that the home
with his wife over money matters. It ration to banks of all classes since company were Alma Annis, Margue the way for long runs mad? by Karl, team lost the ball game local fans
It
began
operations
In
February
is a thing th a t might easily happen
rite BuzzelL M artha Butler. Helen Huntley and Skinner.
were immensely pleased with he
1932, the sum of $1,090,000,000, or
to any man. The judge apparently 65 per cent, has been repaid.
Cripps. Lillian Simonton. Donald
The first touchdown came after fracas as the game provided some
felt that way, as he let the defendant
This is a considerably higher ratio Simonton. John Annis and the guest Rockland had taken the ball away real football and the visitors looked
off without penalty. Probably him  of repayment than to all other of honor.
from Camden on the 40-yard line in the part of a real club. They pos
self a married man.
classes of borrowers. Ail told. The
the second quarter. Rawley, Skin sessed a line th a t compared in weight
R. F. C. has advanced $4,550,000,000
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
ner and Karl advanced the ball by and ability to th a t of Rockland's
to non-governmental borrowers, of
T H E O L D A G E P E N S IO N
good gains, and Huntley icorcd on a while the backfield, mainly because
If you are a subscriber to
which $2,170,000,000, or only 48 per
The Courier-Gazette and are
reverse
play.
cent,
has
been
repaid.
We think Mr. Lcadbetter. the com
leaving home for any time, long
The
third
quarter Rockland re
missioner of health and welfare
or snort, let us mall the paper to
ceived and marched up the field 70
you during your absence. The
rightly appraises the steadily grow
regular copy of the paper will
yards for a touchdown which was
ing sentim ent that favors an old age this winter's legislative session. Word
go to the home as usual. Just
featured by a 30-yard run by Huntpension for Maine
The present comes from every side favorable to
telephone the address to the
ley on a double reverse to the left, a
Legislature, as he points out. passed the pension law, and these essential
office, or mall a card. The paper
25-yard run by Bill Karl off tackle
such a law, but no appropriation was details for the support of it seem
will follow wherever you go, and
will stop on notice when you a r
made to support it. the Governor and likely to receive this necessary form
and a 15-yard run by Skinner scor
rive home. There will be no
council being Instructed to find means of endorsement nt the hands of our
ing touchdown on a double reverse
charge.
to finance such a law and report at. legislators.
to the right. Huntley scored the 166 LISBON ST., LEWISTON, ME.
1
THREE-TIMES-A-W EEK

Delay not to be converted to the
Lord, and defer it not from day to
day.—Ecclesiastes 5:8.

Every-Other-Day

COMING TO THE STRAND

A “ S crappy” H igh S chool C ontest— Ipswich
W itch es Sm art and G enerous

'I ' ■ «

.

.

J l

I

l

BIRO'S B R A N D
FANCY

SQUASH
1934
PACK

15c

N O «>i
CAN

Q k r u n tifu l ito tk ,

r f y w d things t o
d u x ru z ffwrrL •

SPLENDID B R A N D
LGE
NO. 3
CANS
FOR R E A L O L D F A S H IO N E D M INCE PIES

2 su 49<

MINCE MEAT
BAKER'S

COCOA

THREE C R OW

V A N IL L A

CHOCOLATE

LEMON

PURE EXTRACTS

29

'/z LB
PKG

21c

G E N ER A L K N O X B R A N D

c

PEANUT BUTTER SW 2 9 c

Save the Coupons

M ARSHM ALLO W S
1934 C A L IF O R N IA
P IT T E D D A T E S

10c

BAKER'S

OR

BOTTLE

'/z LB
TIN

I 8O Z
, PKGS

■

fumtan brand

PULLED F IG S

N A T IO N -W ID E

■

a

19c
10c
15c

8 OZ
PKG
10 O Z
PKG

■

ASSORTED
U N D E R W O O D ’S

CHOCOLATES

Original

D E V IL E D
HAM

1 LB
BOX

29c

NEW CR OP 1 9 3 4 C A L . S. S.

W ALNUTS “AMOND 2 6 c
NO. 1

LB

Maker D elicious Sandwiches lot Your Party
TAYLOR'S

M ED
SIZE
CANS

2B 25c

GRAPE JUICE

PINT
BOTTLE

F A N C Y C A L IFO R N IA

A L L GREEN
ASPARAGUS
CABISIMCC N A T IO N -W ID E
9 < \K lx |p |tw Norwegian in O liv a O il

P IC K LE S

Just th e thinq\
for Parties

K
DDELICIOUS WITH ICE CBEAM AND OTHER DESSEtTl

NO. J
CAN

25c

CANS

25c

FULL
QUART

LUSCO B R A N D
SWEET M IXED

18c

28c

SEIDNER’S
8 OZ
JA R

14c

8O Z
JA R

10c

N O . ’/x
CAN

22c

MAYONNAISE
M A R -V E L -U S

SALAD DRESSING
N A T IO N -W ID E — FA N C Y LIGHT M E A T

ICRAHAM CRACKEl
1

Wholesome and nourishing -

TUNA FISH

Can

Introducing to Nation*Wide Customers

CLAPP’S BABY FOOD

2

CANS

21^

A SSO R T E D STRAINED VEGETABLES

N A T IO N -W ID E SERVICE GROCERS
ROCKLAND DISTRICT

■b

■

■

Every-Other-Day

TALK O F THE TO W N
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT9
Nov. 5—Monthly meeting of City Gov
ernment.
Nov. 5-11—American Education Week
Nov. 8—Public Auction-Contract party
a t Bok Nurses Home for Citizens' Civic
Committee.
Nov. 9—Rubinstein Club meets.
Nov. 12—Armistice Day observance.
Nov. 15—Meeting of Baptist Men's
League.
Nov. 21—Annual Methodist Fair.
Nov. 29-30—Thanksgiving recess for
schools.
„
Nov. 29—Thanksgiving Day.
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King Solomon's Temple Chapter
holds a stated convocation Thursday
night.

The T hom aston N ursing A ssociation

Circle supper a t the Universalist
vestry Wednesday will be in charge
of Mrs. E. F. Berry.

P resents

S e ttle r
.

The

|

Bargain A ttic

|

A New Play by A delyn Bushnell

Miss Harriet Wilson has resumed
her position at the office of John
Bird Co. after a week’s vacation.

“TIME”

The rummage sale conducted by
Mrs. E. F. Glover's Sunday School
class Saturday a t the Universalist
vestry netted $50 out of the $51.50
taken in.

WITH

ADELYN BUSHNELL, M ARSHALL BR AD FO R D

The discontinuance of the noon
plane service brought such inconveni
ence to the public that Mr Boynton
is restoring it beginning today in an
swer to public demand. Plane leaves
Rockland at 130 for Vinalhaven.
Stonington and North Haven.

W ATTS HALL, THOM ASTON
TH UR SD AY , NOVEMBER 1
T IC K E T S :

•

T o m ake new friends and get better
acquainted with old— we are
m aking the following

SPECIAL PRICES for THIS WEEK ONLY 1

40 C E N T S

C h e c k e d S a tu r d a y , O ct. 27, a t M c D o n a ld 's D r u g S to r e , T h o m a s to n

The late Dr. Charles E. Britto.
Fair today and tomorrow, with not
whose burial in Sea View cemetery
much temperature change.
took place Sunday, was the first
Dr. William Ellingwood attended ; Rockland owner ° f
automobile
the Bowdoin-Colby football game In | Man>’ older cttlzen* recall the excitement occasioned when the car was
Waterville Saturday.
brought up from Tillson wharf.

W ALDOBORO

M en’s Slippers

79c

39c

M ystery H ose

L arrigan H ose

Pure Silk, Full Fashioned
Irregulars of proven value

Men's and Boys' Sizes—real
bargains in woolen hose

49c

25c

L adies’R ayon H ose

T able Lam ps

Fine 320 Needle Hose

Large Size and Good Looking

19c

$ 1 .0 0

Broadcloth

NEWEST

W ARREN

Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Ludwig. Walter! Mrs. Frances Vinal observed SunClark and Wilmot Davis ade on their day. her 91st birthday anniversary,
annual hunting tour in the Ox Bow by receiving greeting cards from'
Richard Bird and Miss Clemice
region.
friends to the number of 40, two hand- i
An excellent addition to the NorthBlacklngton were present a t the j end bustaeas establishments is the
Mrs Dominic Fossa, Miss Mary seme bii'.hday cak:s. and flowers!
Colby-Bowdoin football game In Wa- McNally &
market at Majn
Fossa and James Fossa, who recently An especially fine tribute was the
tervllle Saturday.
,
Rockland streets. The proprie moved from this town to Danvers, communion service a t 5.45. Rev. H
------tors are well known and their marMass., have been guests for a few I Holt, pastor of the Congregational
The Auxiliary of Sons of the Union ket is well located with a stock of
days of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Church, of which Mrs. Vinal Is a
Veterans is invited to the recepton to meats, groceries, vegetables and
Sprague.
member was present also two deacons
be given Saturday evening in West fruits, handled on the cash and carry
Miss Clara S. Gay of Boston and j ond one deaconess of the church.
brook for Celia Morse, department basis.
Mrs. Frank G. Harding of Head Tide S Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs
president.
were guests last week of Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Conant were Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred C. Hawken, Edward C. PayEverett Whitney of Appleton Ridge,
J. T. Gay.
Robert M. Packard, Fred C. Black, son, Knott C. Rankin and Charles C
Harold W. Campbell and Miss Mrs. Sarah Fuller and Frank Fuller
William J. Sullivan and F. A. Wins Wotton have been elected directors
Bertha Gagnon of Hudson. N. H., of Searsmont. and Richard Hart of
low attended the Bowdoin-Colby of the Rockland Chamber of Comwere married Sept. 17, the announce Hope, grandson of Mrs. Fuller.
football game in Waterville Saturday merce—all excellent selections, and
There will be no Wednesday eve
ment having been recently made by
as guests of Carl A. Blacklngton. Esq. calculated to forward the good work
ning service a t the Congregational
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carl
Campbell,
parents
.
j of this important and influential orChurch this week as Rev. and Mrs.
The perfect w inter overcoat, skilfully tailored.
of the groom.
Winslow-Holbrook Post will install ganization.
H. I. Holt are in Boston where Mrs
O b se rv e G ir l S c o u t W eek
Fits like a million dollars. W arm and co m fo rt
officers Thursday evening. Dr. M
------Holt will attend the Lahey Clinic
National
Girl
Scout
week
will
be
C Stephenson of Union wiU be inOolden Rod c h a Pter met Frldav
able. T akes the w eight off your shoulders.
They were accompanied by Mrs. H. C.
observed
by
the
local
troop.
Sunday
stalling officer, and members of Kl«h l' with £UP<*r in char*e of Mrs
the members in full uniform attend Moody of Thomaston who has been
Rich in appearance Brow n, G rey, O xford—
Storer-Collins Post of th a t town will Kelen Chapman. Mr. and Mrs Carl
their guest for several weeks.
be gmsto
1Work were taken Into membership.
I ed services at the Baptist and Metho
$30.00
Walter Starrett entered State Street
■dlst Churches in addition to after_____
Naomi Chapter of Tenant's Harbor
noon services of their own a t the Hospital. Portland, Friday where he
Earle Alden heads the committee t e n d e d an invitation to be thex
H eavy brushed wool S port Coats.
Single
rooms a t the residence of Dr. John underwent a surgical operation Sat
which will have charge of the ArmisFrida>'' Nov' 2 with W
al
B Nicholson. On Monday the girls urday. He was accompanied by his
tice Day ball at Ocean View ball \
Members inUmdmg to go are
breasted. M aroon, Navy. Muff pockets. This
i
displayed
their work in show win brother Ralph Starrett of South
room Monday night. Nov. 12. This “ >“ d * notify Mrs. Suste Campbell,
garm ent will appeal to young men looking for
,
.
...
. at J. F aGregory Sons store,
dows and today. Tuesday, they are Union Latest reports are that he is
annual event always has . liberal i
° •’____
“ som ething different"—
making a house to house canvass so doing well.
patronage, and the Legionaires are
bi-centennial of the First Conliciting donations of money, preserves,
$9.50
equally keen about making it an af- gregational Church of South PortMiss Annie 8tarrett has returned
booksk and games to be sent to Knox
fair to be remembered.
land and Cape Elizabeth will open toHospital in Rockland, and the Me from Somerville Mass., where he
M isses’ and C hildren’s Ski Suits and Sport
------day and continue through Sunday.
morial Hospital in Damariscotta. On was guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Rus
A large crew Is working feverishly Tbis is an anniversary of the North
Wednesday these donations will be sell for several days.
Coats. M ost attractive line we have ever show n
to put in shape the mile link which , ana South Congregational Churches
taken to the hospitals as gifts from i Mr. and Mrs. Oliver B. Libby were
and that m eans some “ show .’’
separates the good roads af Camden and festivities will be held by parlshthe citizens of Waldoboro. Wednes- j dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
and Lincolnville, Beach. One way iGners of each church. Rev. Charles
day evening the 4-H Club girls will George Counce a t the Riverside Restraffic is permitted, and can be done ( D. Paul of South Portland, formerly
be entertained at a Halloween p a rty ' taurant in Damariscotta, after which
without too much inconvenience, of Warren, is general chairman of the
in the Scout club rooms. Other a c -! they attended the Strand Theatre at
but those going directly to Belfast or j anniversary program.
tlvities will be in order for FridayI Rcckland.
beyond are generally using the ro ad ;
------closing with the regular meeting of Mr and Mrs. Edwin Copeland left
via Center Lincolnville.
carnation sale conducted SatMonday morning for St Petersburg.
the troop on Saturday.
_____
urday by Ralph Ulmer Camp and
Nineteen girls are now members o f! Fla., accompanied by Mr and Mrs.
Mrs
Emma Dick, department Auxiliary, with Mrs. Laura Ranlett as
the troop answering to the following George White of East Orland,
president, Mrs. Ella Hvland. depart-, chairman, netted a tidy sum to be
Mr and Mrs. William Ring have
ment secretary. Mrs Laura Ranlett ^ o t e d to welfare purposes among
President Wyman of the Central
u oy(j Lawrence has taken over the roll call: Captain. Mrs. Nettie B.
president of Ralph Ulmer Camp Auxs P®ni£h War veterans and Maine Power Company will address Rockland agency of th e Round Top Nicholson; Patrol 1, leader, Anne rented the Charles Dolham place and
Ashworth; assistant leader, Priscilla are moving there this week
lliary. motored to Lewiston Sunday. famUifs
Hi*h S*1™ 1 8irts sold the Rcckland Lions tomorrow, and parms
Storer; assistant leader-elect, Helen
Miss Beulah Starrett who was cmMrs. Dick inspecting Van Dyke Aux- faithfully until way into the evening the members are all anxious to hear
Thc annual meeting of .Rcckland Boggs; Phyllis Mank, Mary Stafford, preyed at the Moody Cabins in Wal
lliary United Spanish War Veterans.! Th«y were BuesU of Mrs. Ranlett at what he has to say.
M S Dick acted as chauffeur for the the American Legion Auxiliary sup------Chamber of Commerce will be held Madelyn Genthner. Patrol 2, leader. dcboro during the summer, has reparty Mrs Dick was presented with Pcr- Mrs Ranlett expresses thanks
Edwin Libby Relief Corps met Thursday Ncv. 8 a t Copper Kettle. Joyce Porter; assistant leader, Johnna I turned heme.
scrvcd
a gift and refreshments were served to aU who helped in any way to make Thursday, with Mrs. Velma Marsh in Roast Chicken supper will be served Redman; assistant leader-elect. Vlr-i BciJed dlnrer wU,
during the social hour.
the •sale such a succe£s Particularly to charge cf supper. Plans were made at 6 30. The speaker of the evening ginia Genthner; Frances Mank. Ah-1 day at th<, congregational church at
_____
Principal Joseph E. Blaisdell and Mrs at the evening session for the annual will be Robert W. Belcher of the son Colwell. Constance Newbegin g
Following the supper there
Barlow H Wetherbee of New York ’ Ruth Brackett Spear In arranging to fair which takes place on Thursday, United States Chamber of Commerce Patrol 3, leader. Genevieve Creamer; there will be games among them the
_.,
. ,,, _ „
„ «...
i have the girls conduct the sale, to J
City ar.d Warren after a five months M n l c n n I„’ r A n ,b o t, t a n dJ r n r w o w ht n r c r \ e 1I the doors to open at 2 p. m. These Tickets in charge of Thomas Chis assistantn leader. Olive Piper troop ever popular "Beano " ,
Nelson Crockett and to members of chairmen will be in charge of the holm and Charles Wotton.
scribe, Edith Perry; troop treasurer,
vacation on Teel's Island and Knox
The World Wide Guild will meet
the American Legion Auxiliary.
Laura Creamer; flag bearer, Marjorie Nov. 1 after school with Mrs. El.a
various
tables:
Aprons.
Mrs
Amanda
Hotel, Thomaston, left Friday with
Clothing, vegetables, shoes, foods of Colwell; Lois Hilton and Kathleen
Choate; candy, Mrs. Velma Marsh;
friendis for New York. He is taking
The meeir.g of the W.C.T.U. Fri cooked food. Mrs. Eliza Plummer; any kind or any useful articles that Higgins. The club rooms are sunny Caler.
back with him some very fine In day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Wade returned Saturpeople wish to donate to the Citizens' and pleasant, equipped with every Miss Janet
„
u
v, u . u
dian flint and stone relics to add to Louise Ingraham designated as j grabs, Mrs. Adelma Mullen; Bean-O.
.
.
day
from
Camden
where she had been
Civic Committee should be left at the convenience, including piano and vie. . ... _ .
Mrs.
Maud
Cables.
Circle
supper
his private collection. Mr. Wether "Guest Day,” proved a very pleas
I guest of Miss Evelyn Stinson.
will be at 6 o'clock, with Mrs. Ella city store, next door west of the police troia an(j stage for am ateur thebee has for years been a great salt a n t occasion, with a number of
Mrs. Kenneth Thompson returned
Rye in charge. Business session in station in the city building. Spring atriCais
water sportsman and reports a won members from the Camden union
Friday to her home In Friendship
street.
127*135
the evening.
derful time this summer. He has present, besides guests cf the local.
1after visiting her mother Mrs. Susie
BORN
visited a great many summer resorts members—making a goodly gather
sawyer At Thomaston Ort 27. to M r. , philbrook for a few days,
The Woman's Auxiliary of Knox
and Mrs. Maurice Sawyer, a ditutfll-1
in his travels but says th a t there is ing Greetings were extended by Hospital is arranging an unusual a t
ter.
no place like the good old State of Mrs. Clara Emery, president cf the traction for Its meeting next Tues
Reports df Douglass Bowley's work
D IE D
Maine for a summer vacation.
Rockland union. Under the subject day, at 2 p. m., to be open to mem
•
UIGKMORE- At Thomaston. Oct.
Mrs. at the Coyhen Radio School in Chi
Annie M . widow ol William Blekmore,
of "Comradeship” Mrs. Emery pre bers and guests. It will be in the |
I.IBBY- Thomaston. Oet 28. Ruins V cago are excellent. He is second in a
1935 M O D E L S
G. M. Hatch, who furnishes the sented an interesting program, form of a silver tea, with Mrs. J . '
Ltbhy
.
class of 102. Ms average rank being
SMITH
At Camden. Oct 29. Zettle.
turf column for the Bangor News, calling attention to the meeting ol Marden DeShon of Portland as guest I
94 5. only three-tenths of a point
wife of Joseph Smith, aged 24 years.
A T W A T ER KENT
had this to say in Saturday's issue The National W.C.T.U.. Convention speaker. Mrs. DeShon. who is one of i
tower than the leader of the class.
M A R R IE D
concerning a well known Rockland- in Cleveland, Ohio on the 60th an- the most prominent club women in
Besides Mtidying he is having rather a
I.YNN-LYONS—At
St.
Mary's
Church.
PHILCO
driver: "Tabs have not been kept niversaiy of the National organiza the State, has recently returned from
Charlestown. Ma-s. Oct. 14 Dr. Leo good time and has visited the Century
J. I f n n . frmerly cf Rockland and
on the Maine race drivers this sea tion which in 1874 met in Cleveland a summer's travel abroad conducted ,
Miss Margaret L. Lyons of Charles of Progress Fair twice.
R. C. A . VICTOR
son but it is rather supposable that and elected Mrs. Annie Whitten- along educational lines, and her talk
town.
, ,,, i r.h
Mrs Mary Richmond was a recent
will be cn the trip, with which it is
H?r.ry Clukey has been the leader in
guest of her sisters Mrs Sarah Hull
CARD
Of
THANKS
rtyer Its first president, and Frances expected there will be lantern slides.
$20.00 to $ 2 50.00
1 want to thank everybody for the and Miss Eliza ©wan In Rockland.
spite of rather hard luck with two Willard secretary. Mrs. Emery read
kindness and consideration shown to
or three that promised well early. at brief sketch of the life of Annie There w#l be no admission charge,
me when I was suddenly brought to
David Anderson Is confined to his
Send for Catalogues
face my bereavement. I eapeclallv wish home with a broken leg, the fracture
Ai Union in July, Billy Strathmore Whittenmyer, showing her to have but a silver collection will be taken
to
thank
those
who
furnished
flowers
for the benefit of the Auxiliary. Mrs.
and cars for the funeral services
between the knee and ankle. A bone
appeared to be better than ever be been a woman of great zeal and
Qscsr Dellhelm.
Beulah Allen and Miss Charlotte
In the foot is also out of place. This
fore. Whether the four miles he executive ability, oelng in a large
Buffum are in charge.
ROCKLAND, ME.
CARD OF THANKS
Is the probable result of an automo
went at Union in July put the measure responsible for establishing
We wish to thank our m any friends
13OTtf
damper on his subsequent racing may Homes for Soldiers and Soldiers'
and neighbors for their sympathy and bile accident which happened last
P O R T CLYDE
kindness In our recent bereavement. .« June. It was a marvel to the doctors
not be told but well they might. Orphans. She compiled the Red
Mr and Mrs Harvey B Mooers.
that he has been able to get about on
Three wins in 2.06%. 2.06 and 2.07% Book, the reorganized code of laws for [ Dr. and Mrs. Tyrns of Tenant's
It the oast several months.
was something he had never been the order of Relief Corps. While I Harbor have moved into Capt. Fred
Miss Hilda Andersen Is a t home re
asked before. Then to equalize has working as a field nurse in the army Balano’s house.
cuperating from a tonsil-adenoid oppulling up and not going the second during the Civil War. she established
Miss Kathleen Davis has returned
i eration which was performed a t the
heat on account of a recall he worked what is now known as special diet from a visit on Monhegan.
Ear and Eye Infirmary in Portland
Mrs. Alice Jones and Mrs. Ethel
out a mile faster than 2.10, I am kitchens and later worked for the
last Friday.
Coffin
and
son
Joseph
have
returned
told."
passage of the pension law for Army
Xftes Esther Anderson will return
from a visit in Cambridge, Mass.
nurses. She was a journalist, an
Wednesday
to Portland where she
Mrs.
Carrie
Davis
recently
spent
a
Fair Grand Army hall Thursday a#thor amJ hymn writer of recogniP la n t Now to Bloom in the Sprng
has employment, after spending a v a 
Nov. 1, auspices Edwin Libby Relief tian. Personal reminiscences of early few days in Thomaston.
cation of one week with her parents
Mrs. Merton Anthony has been i
Corps. Attractive and useful articles
Scillas “ Squills” and “ W ood H yacinths
influences for temperance work were cleTkir.g in the Postoffioc during the
Mr. and Mrs William Anderson.
a t reasonable prices. Doors open at
given- by some present. Mrs. Emery absence of Mrs. Florence Conant who
G
rape
H
yacinths
Checker
Lilies
2 p. m —adv.
showed the demonstrating arrange was on vanation.
E A S T A P PL E T O N
Ixias
Mrs, Catherine Stackpole and Miss
Park your car under cover, day or ment for alcohol education, and
Richard Ames and Mis Walter Hill
All 15c per packet
evening for 25c. Fireproof Garage, called attention to the instruction Harriet Wilson of Thomaston visited
of Ludlow made a short visit Colum
leafletr
aviilabli.
The
program
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Scavey
last
week
Rockland.
117-tf
C rocus— lovely fat bulbs; dozen, 40c
bus Day with their mother Mrs.
closed with singing. "Our Task."
Miss Virginia Thompson has em- .
George Ames.
Plant y o u r I ulips, H yacinths an d Narcissus N O W ,
This is the last issue in which the Refreshments were served by the ploymcnt in Camden.
Among recertt callers at Meadow
hostess,
assisted
by
Mrs.
Evelyn
Mrs. Edith Maxwell and Miss
coupon of Al’s Beauty Salon will be
both for outdoor and indoor blooming
brook were Mrs. Elizabeth Gushee
Edith Roberts returned to Massachu
printed giving the regular $8.00 steam Sherman and Mrs. Alice Kittredge.
and daughter Priscilla, Mrs. A. K.
setts Monday after spending the sum- ,
Kera-Tonic permanent for $398.
Beginning today noon plr.ne service tner at their cottage in this place.
The price is $8 00 without the coupon
Beginning todav noon plane service
ROCKLAND, ME.
371 MAIN STREET,
Mrs. Loren Teel entertained the
wiH be resumed, the plane leaving
(see page 1). Coupons good until will be resumed, the plane leaving
1 2 4 -tf
Baptist Circle Wednesday afternoon. 1
itockland at 1.30—adv.
Rockland a t 1 3 0 —adv.
Dec. 1 —adv.

Men, Here’s a Real Buy

N ew est Fall H ats

Fall D resses

Vat Dye—Fastest of Colors

Tunics, etc., in Silks and
Wool

10c

$ 2 .7 7

U ^ e^

senter crane company ^

; ^ ^

Jackron of Union. Leslie Underwood, other extras, also a birthday cake pre
cf Tenant's Harbor. Dorothy Salo and sented by Mr and Mrs. Alvah Ames.
At table were Mr. and Mrs. A. E.
Senja Miskolalnen.
M rs . Mary O. Ames passed her 65th , Ames, sons Gerald and Vernon and
milestone Oct 24 in a very pleasant daughter Norma. Fred Goff of Union,
manner. Guests at supper were re- j Arthur Sherwood of Houlton. B. A.
gated with a fine clam chowder and Grcrs cf Lewiston and Mrs. Ames.

GREGORY’S

R A D IO

MAINE M USIC CO.

SP E C IA L BU LBS

for your Rock Gardeti

SILSBY’S FLOW ER SHOP

Good-bye Goose-flesh—
giKxl-bye sudden th ills —
good-bye discomfort and the
risk of catching c o ld fro m
chilly, half-heated rooms. W ith
a Florence heater you can live in
every room.
Let the reliable F lo r e n c e D e a le r
shosv you the new Florence O il- b u r n i n g
Heaters. You w ill find the one you need and
can afford to buy. There are complete units
that h e at, h u m id if y , and circulate the air
through J to 5 open rooms; combination heat
ing-cooking cabinets, ideal for s m a ll suites;
posvcrful r a d ia n t h e a te rs for living rooms,
offices, stores, shops, camps; portable kerosene
cabinet heaters that require no flue.
You w ill also sec a complete line of range
o il burners in m o d e rn c o lo rs : for kitchen

Circulating Heater: heata,
humidifiei, circulatea air—
ab out 6 ,0 0 0 cu b ic (e a t.
Rurnera light with ma’ch.
f inish: tan “Peppertone.”
Range Oil Burners in m od
ern colors. Metal tank, twin
one-turn valves — 8 models.

stoves, for parlor heaters, for hot air or hot
water furnaces. A n d tw o w o n d e r f u l new
kitchen ranges, scientifically designed to burn
oil— models with or without gas top burners.
Let Florence, hacked by 62 years’ experience,
Sring you new comfort this winter.

FLO RENCE
□ IL -B U R N IN G

G. A . LAWRENCE CO
T E L . 2 6 0 -W
492 M A IN S T .

ROCKLAND

BACKED BY62YEARS EXPERIENCE

Fvery-OtKer-Day

R o c k la n d C o u r ie r -G a z e tte , T u e s d a y , O c to b e r 30, 1934

P a g e F o ilf
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OUR HOM EM AKERS
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
SIL H O U E T T E S

Food F o r T h o u g h t

By Carrie J. Williams and
Dorothy F. Davis, Central
Maine Power Co.. Home Service
Department.

and shrinks slightly from sides oi i
pan.
• • • •
If you are a user of Bisquick, you
may count on repeated requests for
this dessert—
A pricot H an ey S h o rt -ake

Cne-half cup honey. 4 cup finely
chopped apricots. Bisquick, Sugar and
milk.
Soak dried apricots in warm water
one hour, then chop fine. Combine
thoroughly with honey, and let stand
awhile to blent the flavors. Make
up individual shortcakes <2 cups Bis
quick. 2 tablespoons sugar, and 4 cup
cream '. When they are baked, split
and butter and place the honey apri
cot filling between the halves of each
shortcake. Top with honey meringue
and serve.

PREDICTS NEW ICE
AGE FOR AMERICA
Savant Says It W ill Come
in 10,000 Years.

London. — Another Ice age, In
which the polar cap will creep far
down iuto Europe and North Amer
T im ely H in ts
ica. is coming In ten thousand years
To avoid scraping carrots, s:rub.
or so, says Dr. G. C. Simpson, di
then boil. When tender, rinse in cold
rector of the British meteorological
water and the skins may be rubbed
office.
It will be followed by a warm era,
off easily.
when tlie seinltropical conditions, in
If jelly does not thicken readily,
which monstrous saurlaus splashed
grate a carrot, put it into a clean
under giant ferns in what is now the
cheesecloth bag, and boil a few
United States, will return.
minutes in the juice.
Deserting the rule which he en
A lemon will yield nearly double the
forces in his office, that weather
forecasts must be limited to the
quantity the juice otherwise obtain
Honey M erin gu e
next 48 hours. Doctor Simpson told
able if it is heated thoroughly before
One egg white. 1 tablespoon honey. what It would be like on the earth
squeezing.
hundreds of thousands of years
Parselv washed in hot water keeps 4 marshmallows. 1 tablespoon melted
ahead.
butter.
its flavor better and is easier to chop.
He based his prophecies on a the
Beat egg whites very stiff, then
ory of solar changes which he has
And surely another timely hint for gradually add honey and beat well. lately shown to be confirmed by the
this season is a good recipe for pump Fold in marshmtllows cut in quarters, story of world weather In the pe
kin pie. Here is one we can vouch and butter partially cooled. Chill and riod covered by the last four Ice
use on shortcake in place of whipped ages.
for:
cream.
Sun’s Heat Changes.
One
and
one-half
cups
steamed
and
An arched doorway between living and dining rooms, a ta u t sheet and a
bright lig h t— these w ere the only special requirem ents fo r this silhouette.
It Is the sun's heat, he says, that
Note: This meringue is also de
strained pumpkin, 2-3 cup brown
The diagram shows the relative positions of cam era, subjects, sheet and
' sugar, 1 teaspoon cinnamon, 4 tea- licious on hot gingerbread. The above changes. A complete cycle of change
light.
1spoon ginger. 4 teaspoon salt, 2 eggs. amounts of filling and meringue are takes anything from 100,000 to
1,000,000 years, and the difference
W IT H the advent of cooler frosted bulb lamps, a photoflood- | 14 cups milk, 4 cup cream.
sufficient for six individual short in radiation represents a range of
” weather, some snapshooters as type or phototlash lamp. Both the
Combine ingredients, add egg whites cakes.
about 40 per cent.
sume that the picture-taking season photo-flood and photoflash are avail ’ beaten stiff. Bake at 400 degrees.
“We are at present approaching a
able
at
most
electrical
or
photo
is over. And in so doing they miss a
minimum,” he said, “and our cli
1Reduce the temperature after th e '
W
A
SH
IN
G
IO
N
supply
shops
at
very
low
prices.
The
lot of fun and good pictures.
mate is cold and dry. All the evi
Matter of fact, with the new films photo-flood lamp, which gives an ex I first 15 minutes to 325 degrees.
Mi s Marion Mitchell and Mr. and dence points to the conclusion that
• • • •
ceptionally
brilliant
white
light,
is
and generally improved equipment,
Tire following baked dishes will lend ; M;s. Mahloa iu rn er attended the the earth will continue to get cold
the snapshot season is continuous, probably your best bet.
er and drier for a long time yet.”
Pose
your
subject
about
two
feet
the
unusual to your Thanksgiving1pictuics in Augusta last Tuesday
winter as well as summer, indoors
But even after the sun's radia
night.
tion has begun to increase again, lie
and out. We shall have much to say in front of the sheet (on the side ! dinner.
away from the lamp). Plant your
Mrs. Nellie Bowes is in charge of explained, Europe would have to go
about indoor pictures. For a starter,
G la z e d O n io n s
camera on a tripod or table so that
the telephone office during the night
let's talk about silhouettes—those it is directly on an imaginary line
Tliree pounds white onions, 4 tea She has moved her household furni through another Ice age before we
once again got really warm weather,
pictures in which the figures are drawn from the lamp, through the
spoons granulated sugar. 1 teaspoon ture to the rent below and is having with temperatures from five to ten
solid black on a white background, she^ and through the subject. The
dry mustard, 4 teaspoon salt. 6 table repairs made.
degrees higher than they are now
much like the scissor pictures you diaiffam above explains the layout
spoons melted butter, 4 teaspoon
The M. E. Chuich !s receiving a and, no doubt, another Influx of
see at fairs.
in the simplest way. When the pic
semi-tropical life.
paprika.
With silhouettes, even more than ture is taken, the light shining
tnuch-netdcd coat of paint.
An Increase in solar radiation, he
Peel onions and cook for 15 minutes
with ordinary snaps, it is vital that through the sheet should be the on ly
Miss Frances Howes spent a few said, would mean that there was
the pictures tell their own story. light in either of the rooms.
Drain and arrange in a shallow bak days last week at the home of Mr more difference In temperature be
(Unless, of course, you want simply
ing dish. Combine the sugar, mus and Mrs. Carl Sukeforth.
About exposures: If you use the
tween the equator and the poles.
a profile portrait.) For you have only two 60-watt lamps, you will need an
tard, salt, and butter, and pour over
Schools closed last Thursday and There would, therefore, be stronger
outlines to work with, unsupported exposure of about 10 seconds, with
the onions. Sprinkle with paprika Friday that the teachers might a t  winds, more cloud, and more rain
by perspective or detail.
the lens well opened; with a photoand bake in a moderate oven of 350 tend Teachers Convention in P ort and suow.
The first essential of silhouette flood, a couple of seconds will suf
•At first" he explained, “the In
degrees for 20 minutes or until tender. land.
pictures is a perfectly flat back fice. Using the photoflash, set the
creased precipitation would result
Serves
six.
Mr
and
Mrs
Percival
Pierpont
and
ground, devoid of detail. And the shutter at "time,” turn out all lights,
in greater accumulation of snow,
easiest way to obtain such a back' open the shutter, flash the flashbulb
’htee children passed last weekend In and the increased cloud would pre
Baked A co rn Squash
ground is to stretch a bed sheet (which gives only an instant's vivid
Two acorn squashes, salt, pepper, Unity with Mrs. Pierpont's parents vent summer melting. The polar Ice
across a broad doorway between light), close the shutter—and there
caps and the Ice fields on mountains
and butter. Cut each squash in Mr and Mrs. Almond Farwell.
two rooms.- It's important that the you are.
would extend, spreading Into lower
fourths,
and
remove
the
seeds
sheet be tacked up so that all
A little practice with silhouettes
latitudes and down to lower heights."
SO
M
E
R
V
ILLE
creases and wrinkles are eliminated. is worth volumes of instruction.
Sprinkle sections with salt and pep
M rs. Sumner Bean, Mrs. F A
Warm Period to Follow.
To light up this background, a Good silhouettes make excellent
per. and dot with butter. Place in a
Turner
and
Mrs.
F
H
Tracy
were
That
would bring the next Ice age
strong light must be put in back of material for greeting cards, book
shallow baking dish, and add enough
callers Wednesday on Mrs. A. R to its maximum tens, perhaps hun
It, about five feet away, either cen plates. place cards ahd so on.
water to prevent squash from stick
dreds of thousands of years hence.
Colby.
tered or placed directly back of the
In making them, you can call all
ing to he pan. Bake at 350 degrees
major feature of the picture. You your ingenuity and inventiveness
Mrs Florence Bean called recently Then, as the sun's radiation further
for 20 minutes—or until tender. Serve
increased In strength, the Ice would
have a wide choice of lamps. You into play.
at the home of Mrs. Caro E. Turner
be first checked in its advance and
as they are baked—on the shell.
can use a couple of ordinary 60-watt
JOHN VAN GUILDER.
Mr. and Mrs F H. Tracy were sup finally melted. There would follow
Serves eight.
per guests Thursday of Mr and Mr.s the warmest time of all, "a warm,
a • • •
wet. Interglacial period," with half
From the General Electric Testing F. A Turner.
UNION
as much cloud again as there Is
Kitchen we have received this recipe
now.
VOICES OK THE FLOWERS
The girls basketball team will give for Sun Gold Cake:
Next, as the sun’s radiation be
(For The Courier-Gazette!
a Halloween dance in the U. H. S
One-half cup butter, 2 tablespoons Do flowers have voices for the inner ear. gan to decrease In Intensity again,
/A H D THE SCHOOL
A something speaking th at we do not
the same set of ch ar"'1’ would be
gym Wednesday evening. Robbins' chopped orange peel, 4 tablespoons
Bv Or A L L E N G. I R E L A N D
know;
-r Ice age
O rw M r.
Hlilts Kdniatm
orange
marmalade.
1
tablespoon
The lady rose of silence breathing near, reversed, and after a
orchestra
will
play
and
the
admission
Hf
Suit
•/ PuUsm
Forgetmenots th a t for fond lovers we would drift I ack to present con
1
grated
orange
rind,
2
teaspoons
bak
blow?
fee will be very small. The proceeds
ditions. We shi Id have had two
ing powder, 2 cups flour. 4 cup water Here lilies of the vallev seem to ring
Ice ages In the course of the one
will be used towards new basketball
W h en to E xclu de
4 cup chopped walnuts, 4 cup sugar.
Kind peace from out their pure sweet
solar cycle while in the tropics
bells.
The control of communicable suits for the girls.
2 eggs. 1 teaspoon salt
there would have been a single wet
And iris in a waste of green to bring
disease would be much easier than
A blue-eyed thought, such as the poet period corresponding with the wet.
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Ames were
Cream the butter and sugar. Add
tells.
it is if we could name a disease as
Interglacial period nearest the poles.
visitors Sunday at the home of rela egg yolks, orange marmalade, grated
soon as the first symptoms appear,
And
violets, more humble in their
When the next Ice ages are on.
tives
in
Rockland.
and
chopped
peel,
and
nuts.
Sift
or if we were always
speech.
Call up the past with odor so refined. the Atlantic will be a much less
•
1 right when we say
There was a large crowd a t the flour, baking powder, and salt to That
tells of Spring and branches just
healthy place for ships than will the
“Oh, it’s only a cold.” auction held Saturday at the home gether and add alternately with
in reach.
Pacific, because Arctic Ice has a
From which fall apple-blooms with
But, unfortunate of the late Edgar L. Daggett. Every liquid. Fold in stiffly beaten whites,
every’ wind.
much greater tendency at this time
ly, such isn't the thing found a ready sale.
and bake in loaf pan in a moderate Ah. skies are overhead us yet and earth to drift down by that route than
case.
Sniffles ap
young.
the Pacific.
Miss Bertha Luce of Thomaston oven <330 degrees! for 55 minutes— Andis hearts
have never right to get
pear, or maybe a
or
until
cake
is
well
browned
on
top
them
old;
cough or sore throat called on relatives in this place S un
These voices of the flowers have oft
O cean W orth 37*/2C Cubic
been sung.
come first. The child day.
But fact enforces them a thousand
Yard, Rules A n cient Law
may not complain, but if he is ir
J. N. Mailnotte who does shoe re 
fold.
Boston.—The Atlantic ocean Is
ritable, unusually quiet, and not pairing and auto work at his shop
Then let us live th a t still the rose of
interested in play, something is in Miss Clemmie Robbins' barn, is
worth 874 cents a cubic yard, ac
June
Of perfect evenings may be eloquent;
cording to an appraisal contained
wrong. What is it? The only
That we may understand the lilies' tune.
in the Massachusetts general laws.
chance of a fair guess is when we now doing some fine worit on auto
And dream of life at heliotrope’s faint
scent.
The statute reads: “The amount
know that the child has been in ignition, generator and battery re—C. H. Batty.
of tide water displaced by any struc
contact with a known diagnosed ] pairing. In fact he can turn a hand
Providence, R I.
ture below high-water mark . , .
case. Otherwise, those early signs •’at many things, and is a very handy
shall be ascertained by the depart
und symptoms may mean anything. man to have In the village.
ment of public works, which shall
That is why it is so essential to
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ames have
require the persons who cause such
avoid taking chances. One ease
displacement to make compensation
may start an epidemic with disas returned, from a two weeks' visit
thereof by excavating, under Its di
trous results. I t is no time to with friends a t Mount Vernon.
rection, between high and low wa
« • • »
guess. Only one safe and sane
ter mark In some part of the same
course is open to the school, and
A n U n u su a l Com radeship
harbor a basin for a quantity of
that is immediate exclusion of ev
water equal to that displaced, or
A very strange friendship has
ery pupil showing any deviation
by paying to the commonwealth. In
from normal health. It pays to be sprung up at this place. Jam es
lieu of such excavation, an amount
over careful at such times. A t j Griffin had a little pig which was
assessed by the department, not extendance records are of no impor not strong enough to run w ith the
cedlng 374 cents a cubic yard of
tance when child health, maybe a I rest of the litter, so he built it a pen
water displaced.”
life, is at stake.
I in the horse stall. A neighbor's half
This law dates back to Civil war
l Next week Dr. Ireland will write grown kitten comes in and eats at
days.
about the importance of milk and
other protective foods in promotmy the trough with the pig, then they
T exas Cotton Reduction
crawl into the little bedroom, sleep
the growth of children.
together and seem as loyal and con
Boon to D ove Hunters
tented as though they were of like
Bi Paso, Texas.—The federal gov
ernment’s cotton acreage reduction
kind.
program Is helping Texas dove
hunters as well as farmers, accord
Thousands of people afflicted with
C L A R K ISLAND
bad breath find quick relief through
ing to reports here.
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets. The
The reduction plan has increased
Catherine Caven, daughter of Mr.
pleasant, sugar-coated tablets are
the number of doves that will be
taken for bad breath by all who know. and Mrs. William J. Caven, who was
available for hunters next season.
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets act operted on for tonsils and adenoids
Acreage taken out of cotton has
gently but firmly on the bowels, stim
Fifty million cheese souffles Cheese In stitu te — is the way to
been placed In grain or other food
ulating them to natural action, and at nox Hospital last Wednesday, re
can’t be wrongl (Not if you foi serve yourself a perfect cheese
crops. This will cause doves, at
gently purifying the entire system. turned home Friday with Miss M ar
low the recipe.) lf America will souffle, guaranteed not to slip,
tracted by the grain, to remain In
They do that which dangerous calomel garet McKnight, and is much im
slide,
or
fall
in
the
making:
take its mixing spoon in hand,
the valley regions Instead of going
does without any of the bad after
during the week of November I I
proved in health.
effects.
elsewhere for food.'
C h eese Souffle
to 17— National Cheese Week—
Olive Tablets bring no griping pain
There will be a baked bean sup
and follow all the directions—
2
tablespoons
butter
or any disagreeable effects.
we’ll dig our way out of the
Old F lag Found
per Thursday night 4 30 to 6, a t the
2 tablespoons flour
Dr. F. M. Edwards discovered the
year's national cheese surplus In
Manchester,
Ohio.—An old Colo
4 cup hot milk
formula after 20 years of practice C.L.U. hall.
less than seven days.
nial flag, believed at least one hun
among patients afflicted with consti
That’s the word from the Na 4 teaspoon of salt
dred and fifty years old, was found
pation with the attendant bad breath.
Hens th at stay out nights don't
Dash of cayenne
tional Cheese Institute which,
In the musty loft of an abandoned
Olive Tablets are purely a vegetable make good layers. Pullets ought to
this year, in a national campaign 4 lb. sharp, well-cured American
log cabin at Tranquillity, near here.
compound; you will know them by be comfortably housed before they
of education about cheese and its
cheese
Iby Edward Talmer. The flag contheir olive color. Take one or two at
uses on the menu, has under
4 eggs
' tains 13 stars and 13 bars.
bedtime for a week and note the effect. start to lay. Those which sta rt t
taken the task of teaching Mrs.
Make a sauce of the butter,
I lay before they are housed stop when
15c, 30c, 60c.
America to make Cheese Souffle
— once considered one of the flour, milk, and seasonings. When
moved, and once a pullet stops laying
more difficult feats of cookery— thickened and smooth remove
it takes two or three weeks to get her
and of teaching Mr. America and from fire and add cheese sliced
started again.
the little Americas to eat itl F ifty into several pieces. Stir until
million cheese souffles would do cheese is melted, add beaten yolks
If poorly functioning Kidneys and
Bladder make you suffer from Getting
of eggs and mix well. Cool mix
it, they say.
Now is the time to install a water
Up Nights. Nervousness. Rheumatic
“ Serve Cheese and Serve the ture and fold in stiffly beaten egg
muddy-looking, blotchy and
Pains, Stiffness, Burning. Smarting.
system in the kitchen. In a short
Nation” is the slogan of the whites. Pour into an 8-inch casItching, or Acidity try the guaranteed
red— reliev ed and improved
time
the
path
to
the
well
will
be
Doctor's PrescriptionCystea(Siss-tez)
Week. And here— once and for ^ ro le and bake 50 minutes at
with safe, medicated Resinol.
. s ___
- Must fix you up or money
covered
with
snow
and
ice.
325°
oven.
Serve
at
once.
all
time
—
says
the
N
a
ti
o
n
a
l
8 fO X back. Only l i t at druggists.
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QOOR CHILD

STOP BAD BREATH

e lp Kidneys

Let The Children Make These Toys

U n s i& h tly
C o m p le x io n s

.

-tt ■

from bits of wood, heavy colored paper and a bottle of
REMEMBER your corn cob doll— one. and I'm sure no whirrinfe
or perhaps your greatest thrill reel ever bro u g h t in such a catch !
came when you caught a real fish Everyone loves to say "1 m ade tt
on the rod made from an apple m yself,” and c h ild ren m ost of
tree twig, a string, and a careful all.
if your boy can use a scout k n ife ,
ly bent pin. No French waxen
beauty, ever was so dear to her he can cut th e sm all wooden p le c e i
m other’s heart as the home made th a t m ake th ese toys. Spools, bits

.Sil

the best liquid glue,
of the round sticks used to bold
up your drooping garden, heavy col
ored paper, pipe cleaners wound
with thread, and a bottle of the
best liquid glue are all the m ate
rials necessary for this really fas
cinating toy circus.

fcO URIER-G AZETTE CROSS-W ORD PUZZLE^
Avoid Common
Drinking Cup
S p rea d o f Colds T h ro u g h F a m 
ily May Be T ra ced To
Cups and T o w els

w
13
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2

1

i

M odern H om es C le a n e r
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7

(9

8

IO

9

12
w ;
17
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21

n

w
27

zs

m

la

26

29 d

JO

32

31
37

39

41

42
|

44 NNXS
47

H O R IZ O N T A L
1 -L a s t kin g of Troy
(G r. leg en d)
5 -H e lp
7 -A social class in
India
11- Sheer
12- P erfo rm
13- Ascended
15- H a lf a score
16- M a n u factu rin g city
in N . Cen. England
18- A u s tra lia n bird
19- A degree (abbr.)
21 -T h e (S p .)
?2-Th e sh eltered side
2 3 -T ro p ic a l plant
related to the taro
25 -R ally in g -cries
2 3 -M is ta k e n
2 9 -F o w l
S1-Perched
32- A naval officer
(a b b r.)
33- A serp ent
S5rCrim son
37 -A g en t (a b b r.)
3 9 -P a rity
41 -C a rp c n te r's tool
43-N oted u n ive rsity In
U n ite d States
4 5 -D arn s again
4 7 -Is in d ig n a n t at

53

W
57

5b

bO
bl

4^

46
52

51
SSS'J
55

54

40

•

43

4b

50

33

r

3b
i

45

6

i

14

16

35

S :)J
\\\\
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A great many of us remember—
with a shudder—the old "spring
housecleaning” days, when the
women of the household turned the
establishment literal
ly upside down for
about a week, seek
ing to eliminate all
dust and dirt that
had
accum ulate
— at
during the preceding
><t*r.
Fortunately for us,
Dr. Mahatir, the vacuum clean
er and more ade
quate cleaning methods are making
the spring housecleaning a thing of
the past. Houses of today are clean
er, too, and this is an important
aid to the health officer o f the com
munity, for the living d irt—germs
of disease—are more or less elim
inated with the visible dirt. The
la tte r is what annoys the house
wife, but it is the form er that is
dangerous.

L

II

B y D r. J. L y n n M a h a ffe y

Director, New Jersey State Depart
ment of Health

M

56 59

bl
1

1

bi

b4

H O R IZ O N T A L (C o n t.) I V E R T IC A L (C o n t.)
50 - Before
20-Displacing
5 1 - C hem ical symbol fo r 21-Lengthened
silver
4-Pronoun
52 - P re fix. From
2 5 - Used in neg atio n
5 3 - Elongated fish
26 - Look
2 7 - Grand S e creta ry
54- T o attem p t
(abbr.)
56-C onstetlation
29- Pronoun
58-E xchange
30- Bow the head
6 0 - P a r t of the legs
33- Farm an im al
6 1 - M easuring device
34- Foot of a dog
fo r gases
36- W ide-m outhed
62 - R elieved
pitchers
63- C ollection of sm all
37- Set in order
artic les
38- Tons (a b b r.)
64- Pos&essive of Elsa
39- By
V E R T IC A L
40- Ornam ent
resem bling a rose
1- Removed the skin
42 - Put up stakes
2 - A ncierit seaport in
43- Father (s h o rt)
44- Point of c o m p a u
A sia M inor
3- Constimed
(abbr.)
4- Repairers
, 45- Author of “ C lo ia ta r
5- Skillful
and the H e a r th ”
6 - L a ir
46- A rticle o f fu r n itu r e
7 - H ardened in feelin g
(Pl.)
8 - H lgh playing card
48- Approaches
9 - An upright
49- Vehicles on ru n n e r*
sculptured slab
55- One (S co t.)
1 0 -R e lie v e t
56- Beseech
14-ldo l o n
57- Amount (a b b r .)
17-S cars
;59-R elative (a b b r .)

But modern as many homes are
in respect to cleanliness, some prac
tices are still tolerated in them
which help to spread disease. It
m ust be remembered th at disease
germs do not come from strangers
and public places only. Germs may
be spread about by members of the
family, by mouths, hands, handker
chiefs and eating utensils.
Common drinking cups and
towels have long been banned from
public places in modern commun
ities, but they are still used in many
homes. This partly accounts for j
the well known fact th a t when one
member of the family gets a cold,
the rest will probably have it be
fore the end of a week. Colds and
worse ailments are readily spread
by the home drinking glass and the
towel used by several members of
the family.
Moreover, it is difficult to teach
children at school the importance
of cleanliness when they continually
A family grown suddenly wealthy.
see cleanliness rules violated at
J had purchased a farm replete with,
home.
This is the third of a series of hens, cows and pigs.
/
articles on health and cleanliness
"Do your hens lay eggs." a visitor,
prepared for this paper. Dr. Ma asked the daughter of the family.,
haffey's next article tells about the "Oh they can,” was the repjy, “but1
care of food.
| in our position they don’t have to

A Late Snack Helps Bring '
«Sound Sleep to Betty Boop

«

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
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By M ab el Love
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T requires a lot of energy to
°l ♦
H O M E -A G .-FA X
«
keep going all the time like lit
tle Mae (Betty Boop) Questel, the
Jg-s--s--s-w-'S',w *-'S-«--s-*-e-e-e»lg
voice of Betty Boop, screen char
“For 1000 years poultry was bred
acter. Mae herself, on or off the
stage, is as vivacious as the screen
Kt for cock-fights; for fifty it has been
Betty Boop. Her laugh and merry
bred for egg production.
Future
brown eyes are ju st as infectiously
breeding should emphasize quality,
captivating.
jjsize, shape color, and hatchability of
“I keep busy, of course, but I’m
strong and healthy and I suppose
A eggs, livability of chicks, size of bird,
that is because my mother takes
j, and long life of mature stock." says
good care of me,” Mae explains,
.. James E. Rice, retired head of Cornell
and in offering this explanation she
, Poultry Department.
undoubtedly gives credit where
credit is due. Her mother Is of the
sensible, old-fashioned type whose
every thought is for her daughter's
Small cauliflower pulled up by the
health and happiness.
roots and replanted in moist earth on
Science has shown that a light,
the cellar floor will increase in size
B ran N ut Bread
easily digested snack just before 1 egg
1 1/2 cups Sour
■M jand keep for a long time.
going to bed helps bring sound 1/3
cup sugar
1/2 teaspoon salt
sleep, and this is a practice which 1/2 cup milk
2 teaspoons baking
.3
powder
Mae regularly follows. After one 1 tablespoon melted
1/2 cup chopped
of her stage appearances, just be 1/2 shortening
"Girls! a good looking h a t to wear
cup bran
nut meats
fore going to bed, she usually eats
Heat egg and sugar until light,
with light summer dresses can be
a generous bowl of corn flakes and add milk to which melted shorten
made from corn husks," says Helen
cream which her mother provides ing has been added. Add bran.
C.
Spaulding. Extension Clothing
for her.
Sift flour with salt and baking pow
Specialist. "Select Inside husks, cut
Her mother plans her other der. Add nuts to flour mixture and
meals, too, taking care to choose mix well with other Ingredients.
off hard base spread them where
the foods that promote health and Fill greased bread pan three-quar they will dry flat, and turn them over
energy. A bran nut bread falls in ters full and bake in moderate
frequently. About a bushel of dry
this class and below is a recipe oven (350° F.) one hour and fifteen
minutes. Yield; one large 'oaL
husks are needed.”
lor IL

I

EVery-Other-Da?

NANKING ‘WORKSHOP’
OF CHINA’S AFFAIRS

R o c k la n d C o u r ie r -G a z e tte , T u e s d a y , O c to b e r 3 0 , 1 9 3 4

P a g e F iv e

VIN ALH A VEN

The American Legion and Auxili
ary will hold an Armistice Day fair
ARCHITECT.
and dance In Memorial hall during
W . R. Ballard
says: “ W h e n
N ew Capital I* A ttaining the evening of Nov. 12. The auxili
business makes
ary
committee
chairmen
a e:
W orld-W ide N otice.
heavy demands
Fashion show, Ada Creed; cake, Co: a
on e n e rg y ,
Peterson;
candy,
Flora
Brown;
sm oking a Cam 
Washington.—"Nanking la mak
el smooths the
ing Itself heard rouiS the world as dance, Marion Shole.’, advertising
w a y — resto res
the new capital of China. Although Gwendoline Green.
m y energy. M y
Peiping, the old northern capital,
m ind is clearer
W alter
and Louis
Chandler,
may be the bay window of China’s
and
more alert."
brothers,
who
went
fishing
Saturday
[
International relationships, Nan
king Is the workshop," says the Na in a boat which belonged! to their j
tional Geographic society. “But be brother Harold, were teported mis'cause huge sums are expended by ing. After an all day search Sun- i
the nations In maintaining estab day. no word had been received from
lished embassy quarters at Peiping,
It Is unlikely that these will be them.
Mrs. N. Cook Sholes will entertain
moved to Nanking for some time.
“However, Russia's embassy Is at the Legion Auxiliary Thursday
Nanking, and It Is represented by night.
a consular office at Peiping; the
Mrs Mildred Mernthew and F.ed
British and French have diplomatic
establishments In Nanking which C.awford of Houlton were guests j
are subsidiary, respectively, to em Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs. Charles I
bassy and legation at Peiping; the E. Young.
Japnnese maintain consular offices
Mrs. J. Herbert Carver and daugat Nanking, branches of their lega
tion at Peiping; and thje office of ter Ernestine were Rockland visitors
the American consulate general at Thursday.
Nanking Is a busy branch of the
O. Ernest Arey and family have
• B ill M ille r , fa m o u s a ll-a r o u n d a th le te and
American legation at Peiping.
4 tim e s N a t io n a l S in g le S cu lls c h a m p io n , e x 
“Thus, because of Its Importance moved into Mrs. Florence P.erce's
as China's capital city ; Its location, house on Lake View street.
p la in s in th is w a y the*'lift'' h e e x p e r ie n c e s from
210 miles Inland on the south hank
Mrs. Bradford Bray and daugh
s m o k in g a C a m e l: " M any p e o p l e h a v e c o m 
of the Yangtze river, backbone of ter were Rockland visitors Thursday.
m e n te d o n h o w q u ick ly m y e n e r g y se e m s to
Chinese commerce; Its proximity to
Y O U N G S O C IE T Y M A T R O N :
Mrs. Frank Ha kell has returned
c o m e b a c k a fte r a hard race. T h e se c r e t is, I
Shanghai's revenues; Its compara
“Camels are a grand-tasting cig
from
a
visit
with
Mrs.
Ibrook
Cross
th
in
k
,
th
a
t
i
t
is
m
y
cu
sto
m
t
o
s
m
o
k
e
a
C
am
el
tive nearness to Canton; and Its
arette," says M rs . A llston Boyer
o f N e w Y o r k . “T h e y are so m ild!
freedom from too Intimate associa In'Rockland.
a fter a r a ce . W i t h m e, as w it h o t h e r s m o k 
TOBACCO M EN
A nd it ’s m arvelous how smoking
tion with the Manchus, Nanking Is
ers, C a m e ls q u ic k ly refresh m e a n d r e v iv e m y
Mrs. Alfred Headley has returned
a Camel revives m y energy."
becoming a more and more Impor
e
n
e
r
g
y
.
A
n
d
C
a
m
e
ls
n
ever
u
p
s
e
t
m
y
n
e
r
v
e
s.”
ALL K N O W :
tant factor In the story of new from Portland where she was gue. t
of her daughter Mrs. Parker Williams.
China.
' C a m e ls a r e m a d e f r o m
B ea u tifica tio n P la n a .
Mrs. Edr.a Johnson and daughter 1
"Blue prints of extensive beauti Mary have returned from Rockland
f i n e r , M o r e E x p e n s iv e
fication plans for Nanking are be
Teachers who attended the State
ing studied by the national govern
T o b a c c o s — T u r k is h a n d
J O IN T H E N E W
ment. Development of the area Convention at Portland the past wet k
NEW SPAPER
D o m e s tic — t h a n a n y
near Sun-Yat-Sen’s tomb, outside were; Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Hopkins,!
WOMAN. Gretta
C
A
M
E
L
C
A
R
A
V
A
N
o th e r p o p u la r b r a n d . 0
Nanking's 22-mlle-long wall, la pro Miss Gwendoline Green, Helen (
P a lm e r /'W h e n l'm
gressing rapidly. Like pouring new Orcutt. Ruth Billings, Dorothy Bil- ■
up to m y neck in
Every Tutsday a n d T b u n d a y Night
w o r k , s m o k in g a
wine Into old bottles, an American lings. Dorothy Thomas, Supt. and
with
Camel is a great sol
builder la pouring cement Into Chi
ace. I t brings that
nese forms to achieve an occidental- Mrs. E. A. Smalley.
ANNETTE HANSHAW
renewed e n e rg y ...
oriental atyle of architecture for
Mrs. L. R. Sm ith etnertained
c o m fo r t...ju s t the
China's new capital. A New York friends Friday.
W A L T E R O ’KEEFE . T E D H IIS IN G
‘lift’ 1 need.”
architect has Insisted that hit em
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett went to Port- j
G L E N G R A Y ’S
ployers, the uatlonal government,
preserve China’! characteristic form land Monday.
CASA L O M A O R C HESTR A
ANN ETTE HANSHAW
—hence many of the new buildings
Mrs. Walter Ingerson returned
COLLEGE STUD ENT. Richard
at Nanking are multiple-storied Saturday from Augu ta.
W h itn e y says: “A fter a long,
THURSDAY
TUESDAY
pagodas of cement The govern
hard session, a Camel tastes
9:00 P. M. E. S.T.
9:JO P. M. M.S.T.
10:00 P. M. E. S.T.
8:00 P. M . M .S .T.
Mrs. Artrur Guilford entertained
ment recently completed construc
simply sw ell! I t refreshes my
8:00 P. M. C. S.T.
8:30 P. M. P .S .T.
9:00 P. M . C. S.T.
7.00 P. M. P. S. T.
tion of the first of these new-style at bridge Sa'urday evening.
energy in sh ort order."
buildings, a seven-story cement
OVER C O AST-TO-COAST —WABC-COLUMBI A NETW ORK
Mrs. John Mathieson returned S at.
pagoda.
"They are signs of the times, urday from Boston.
these new buildings. Nanking Is
A shower party to Miss Ethelyn
C o prrtatit. 1951.
growing up, stirring again with Carlson who is soon to become the
K 1. a - l n o l l i T u b w ro
power It once knew as China's cap bride of Leon Arey, was given by
Compuir
ital under the Mings. After the
Misses
Ellen
Georgeson
and
Dorothy
Mings, Peking (now Peiping) be
came the Chinese capital, and the Cobb at the home of the latter. 55
world almost forgot Nanking. But being present. Neighbors and friends
is survived by two sisters both of Emma Edwards of Farmington; to
CA M DEN
with the Infusion of new life Into also joined in assisting and it was a
Camden.
| them were born two children, a son
the republican form of government very successful affair. The basket
Tlie Bay View Street Garage i s ' Harvey 'B. and daughter Lottie. For
The annual meeting of the KnoxIn 1928, China again chose more
centrally located Nanking as the holding the gifts was daintily deco Lincoln County 4-H Clubs will be held wearing a newly painted gray front.I more than 50 years he carried Uncle :
1with the approaching curb an unusual Sam's mail and was a faithful serseat of government. Today some rated with cupIds and hearts, and in the Opera House Nov. 10.
650,000 residents—double the 1928 on one side of the basket stood a
Mrs. Agnes Knowlton has returned but not unattractive rose shade vant to his patrons, delivering the j
population—watch Nanking brave m iniature bride gowned in white. from Boston. Allston and New B ed -1Joseph Regnier, the proprietor, states mail carefully and promptly. With '
ly seek a place beside London, Miss Carlson rectived many beauti
that the bus.ness will be confined to the numerous trials and perplexities i
ford.
Washington, Haris.
ful gifts. Musical numbers by Eliza
Carroll
Wiley
of
Lincolnville
Is
a
:
car
storage principally, for this win- of a stage driver's life that would dis-1
"Besides erecting many modern
augmented by the customary gas tract the ordinary person, he never
buildings, such as the new central beth Oray and Carolyn Calderwood medical patient at Community Hosand oil dispensing. Independently, theless was ever smiling and jovial.
hospital, the ministry of railways, added much to the evening's enjoy ital
and the ministry of communica ment
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet but in the sam€ buildln« on the n ° ° r
The veteran mail carrier resided in j
tions, Nanking Is laying roads—as
Wednesday afternoon at th e church
thc
wi“
con’ Washington for over 63 years, and
phalt roads and good ones. Ap
parlors. Refreshments will be served. duct*d general automobile repairs and wUh the excepUon of one year, nved
Celebrated
m o /v im te l
itr r x r lr
T za K ta D r . n e c
proximately 100 miles of wide as
machinist
work Kbyi r John
Peers.
during that time in the same house in
Today at Comique Theatre the a t
Birthday Anniversary Happily
phalt boulevards wind In and out
which he died. He made his home
traction
will
be
‘A
Girl
of
the
Limof the city. The Nanking-Shang
The home of Mr. and Mrs. E. L. ,
W A SH IN G T O N
for nine years with his son and
hai highway, of macadam and dirt,
berlost," featuring Louise Dresser; '
will be finished within a year. It Ol'.dden, was the scene of a gay and Wednesday and Thursday, Jean Har- !
daughter-in-law who tenderly cared
Mt. Olivet Lodge, F.&A.M. held a
will link the capital more closely festive occasion Friday evening. In lQW Jn „a lr l proin Missouri ••
for him in his last illness. Although
iw
. .
a
*i
...
. Public installation Oct. 25, with John Mr. Mooers had been failing in health
to viiiua
China'sb uuttULiai
financial auu
and wuuuvav***
commercial i
seaport metropolis. A government hon<ir of lhe birthday anniversary of . Mrs. Guy Cucinotta will entertain Levenseller of Searsmont as install
officer. Frank Poland of Boston for some tlme' the end Came qulckly
railway connects Nanking with Mrs. pLddents brother, Hiram H. j the Twilight Twelve Friday evening
j and Washington as grand chaplain and Painless'y Deceased was an ac
Shanghai (eight hours), and with Vinal, who had as his guests, the ! at ber home on Belmont avenue.
tive member of Mt. Olivet Lodge,
Peiping (about 36 hours). River members of the Vlnalhaven Dramatic
Tlle Friends-In-Council will meet and j e ^ Knight of Searsmont. grand
steamers take travelers to Shang
with Mrs. P. J. Good Nov. 6, Mrs. marshal. A trio, piano, violin and FAM., at the time of his death, also
hai or to Hankow and beyond.
Club. A banquet was served at 6.30 Good and Mrs Alton French will be banjo, furnished the music Theie of the Chapter of Liberty. For many
City la Alr-Mlndad.
M o th e r brings baby to the c lin ic where he is weighed and inspected fo r hidden defects by Red Cross nurse; th e
o'clock. Mr. Vinal extended a cor- j hostesses.
was a program of vocal selections by years he belonged to the Council of
nurse on h e r daily rounds inspects a little boy who is “ fe e lin g badly."
buzz " w d ^ th V r o tu ^ o r 1American’ I dial welcc>me 10
«uea,s and pre' 1 Mr. and Mrs. Edward Blackington Miss Marion Mitchell, Mrs. Eva Hallowell and Trinity Commandery i
a sen ted the key of the town to the have returned from their wedding Mooers, and Fred Ludwig, with Miss of
and was also a charter
IPHTHERIA — that dread epi considered minor evllB by many still today there are more than 750 Red
made propellers on American
ap r.
demic of childhood two decades sweep our schools. Public health au Cross nurses still muking their daily
planes. China’s National Aviation Governor of Oklahoma (E. M. Hall), | trip spent at Popham Beach and are Mitchell a t the piano, and singing by member of Fond-du-Lac
i Mr. Wellman of Camden who played ° E S of Washington.
ago—has almost been conquered,thorities and the nurse know that rounds carrying their vital knowl
company, in which an American whose reply was mode with his usual at home at 18 Pearl street.
medical authorities inform us. Eter these should not be permitted, be edge of gootl health habits to
corporation la the minority stock ready wit and humor. Mr. Vinal, In j The funeral of Leonard Berry Ross ' hi-' own accompaniment on guitar
Mr. Mooers' death is generally renal vigilance still Is practised cause any or all may leave weak mothers and children.
holder, maintains a dally flight honor of his birthday, was prerented was held from the Good funeral home !Uld harmonica A baked bean supper gretted. He Is survived by a son
During the past year these nurses
schedule between Shanghai, Nanagainst the disease, through immuni nesses. The nurse is alert against in
Harvey
B.
.of
Washington
and
daugh
was
served
at
the
close
of
the
in

a
gift
from
the
Dramatic
Club.
O.
C.
Friday afternoon. Rev. Weston P.
' king, Hankow, Chungking, and
zation campaigns, and the world of fantile paralysis, which annually made more than a million visits to
stallation
The
officers:
William
Colter
Mrs.
Lottie
Linscott
of
Rockland;
presents a problem In somo section
Cheugtu. Weekly schedules are Lane, making the presentation speech Holman officiating and interment was
five grandchildren and several great .medicine hopes that ultimately tho of the country. Against all of these or In behalf of the sick. There is still
flown by ships of the Eurasia Avia to wb.ch Mr. Vinal happily respond in the family lot at Achorn ceme Uns, master; Fred L. Ludwig, senior
a broad field where the public health
dread plague will be as extinct as
the healthy, well-nourished child nurse is unknown. That there Is no
tion company (Slno-German) be ed. The rooms were decorated with tery, Rockland. The services were deacon; Charles Grinnell. Junior grandchildren. John Levenseller of
the yellow fever epidemics of the
stands the best chance.
tween Shanghla, Nanking, Loyang, bouquets of roses and1 the table cen conducted by Camden Lodge, K. P., deacon; Ernest Pardo, senior warden; Searsmont acted as master and Orren
more appealing servico to which
nineteenth century.
Child health preservation Is a
Peiping, Sian, Lanchow, and Tlbwa, terpiece a. large bowl of carnations
Harvey Mooers, marshal; William W. Ripley of Liberty as chaplain at
funds may be devoted was Illustrated
The
American
Red
Cross
played
a
of which order the deceased had been
major
program
of
the
American
lied
capital of Sinklang.
Hatch, treasurer; Ralph Calkin, sec the funeral which was in charge of
major part in the eradication of both. Cross. How important the work of a few monthH ago when Will Rogers,
“No great Industrial establish picked that day from Mrs. Glidden's a member for 26 years. The bearers retary; Sanford Cargill, tyler. Owing the Masons. Interm ent was in RazorAs long ago as the 1880s a young the nurse is in this respect may be the noted comedian, desiring to do
were Dr. Howard Page, N athan B
ments will be found In the new cap garden.
_
. .
...
,
_ ,
.
. . , ■to illness some of the officers were ville cemetery.
Red Cross nurse—Jane Delano—led judged from the fact that during tho some public service—but not for
ital, but Nanking brocades, made
The feature of the evening was j Hopkins. Charles Whaley and Alvin unab[e ,o attend
a corps of women nurses in the bat last twelve-month period Red Cross public acclaim—gave the Red Cross
by Individuals In their homes, are the Fashion Show which was fol- j Wiggin, all members of the order
tles against yellow fever in tha nurses inspected 629,000 school chil {25,000 with which to send public
Dr.
Pierpont
is
a
patient
at
Knox
High
School
Notes
world-famous. The Chinese In this lowed by these program numbers: 1 During the service a telegram from HospitalRockland"
South. Today she is revered as dren and of this number found 361,- health nurses into communities
region are farmers, small-shopkeep
The first milestone in the high i America’s Florence Nightingale,
000 with physical defects of varying without funds for this purpose.
ers, government employees, sol Piano duet, Mrs. E. L. GHdden, Mrs. Dr. George Shorkley of Mount Ver
both because of her early exploits degrees which had to be corrected
school year has been reached, that is,
One of the most effective weapons
diers, policemen, hotel keepers, Oscar C. Lane; reading, Mrs. Flor non, Washington, was read. The de
Robert C. Mooers
and because of her outstanding lead if normal health were to be main against the Inevitable toll of child
ricklshaw-pullers, carriage and isxl ence Guilford; bass solo, O. C. Lane; ceased was for many years employed
the first six weeks ranking period
hood’s ills and epidemics which the
drivers, or ordinary laborers. Much dramatic sketch, Mrs. L. B. Dyer, in the office of Dr. Shorkley. when he The funeral of Robert C. Mooer: finds this scholastic record: High ! ership as a World War nurse—a tained.
cause In which she sacrificed her life.
Following the World War the Red depresBlon-years are visiting upon
cotton Is made Into cloth by indi with explanatory notes by Mr. Dyer; I was a prominent local physician.
wbo died O01- 20- was beld at the M
Red Cross nurses by the thousands Cross undertook tho tusk of showing the country, is wielded by the Red
vidual weavers.
song and dance, Hazel Dyer and . The Try-To-Help Club was enter- E- Church last Tuesday, Rev. Mi honors, Charles Austin. Robert Cunhavo worked in the diphtheria eradi rural communities and smaller cities Cross nurse in her constant visits In
"Co-operation on the part of the
Oscar Lane; speeches toy David Dun- j tained Monday evening by Mrs. Effie Chapman of Union and Washington ningham and Lydia Austin; honors
cation campaigns through assisting the value of the visiting nurse—a the communities where she is em
United States has meant much to
officiating. The bearers were W. H. Mildred Bartlett, Georgia Hibbert,
doctors in giving immunizations to lesson ulreudy appreciated by many ployed. The work of these Red Cross
Nanking's progress. The city shel and L. B. Dyer. It was pronounced Salisbury and Leora Salisbury.
school children. They first entered larger cities. Hundreds of nursing nurses is supported through the an
ters approximately 300 American, by all a very deHglf^ffil evening:.
Annual rummage sale at the St. Hatch, W. L. Staples, Fred Ludwig Marjorie Johnson and Ruth Lenfest;
this work twenty years ago and still services were established und proved nual roll call for members Armistice
and L. H. Stevens.
80 British, and 40 French residents. Members of the club present were Thomas parish house Nov. 8-9.
are carrying on in many hundreds their value to the taxpayers, thus Day to Thanksgiving. Every man
Mr. Mooers was born in Strong. Jan. honorable mention, Marion Hibbert,
American oil and steamship com H. H. Vinal, E. M. Hall, Mr. and
A baked bean supper will be served
of communities.
becoming publicly supported institu and woman who joins Is aiding in
panies maintain offices there, and
4, 1851. He was married to Miss Madeline Sukeforth, Arlene Mank,
Epidemics of measles, whooping tions. Many services continued under the campaign to keep children
Chinese agents handle an appreci Mrs. Oscar Lane, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie by the Methodist ladies' society at
Marshall Nash and Doward Smith.
dough, scarlet fever and other Ills the auspices of the Red Cross, and healthy.
able number of American automo B. Dyer, Mrs. A rthur Guilford, Mrs. the vestry Saturday from 5.30 to 7. I
A basement is being dug beneath !
Bruises about the face necessitated
biles , nd radios. Over Nanking's Everett Ltbby, Mrs. Leroy Aines. Mrs.
streets roll approximately 2.000 pri Ambrose Peterson, Miss Elizabeth treatment at Community Hospital
the schoolhouse and a lurnace Is to |
vately owned automobiles. 90 per Ross Miss Dora Landers, David when Swan Qsley of Oak Hill, Vt.,
be installed to heat the entire build- I ham; Colonial Life, Miss Alma G rin
cent of which are American-mad"."
nell; and many others of equal in
Duncan, Herbert Oassle. Out of town met with an automobile accident Sat
ing.
urday evening near Rockport Town
members,
who
were
greatly
missed,
The Washington High School Ac- j terest.
Still W eari Indian Garb
Hall. The car in which he was riding
An interesting morning program
Gay Head, Mass.—Chief Harrison Rev. and Mrs. Albert Henderson of
tivlties Association presented "Horse
, Sense” at the Grange hall Oct. 23. A i was Presented last week by Mias
Vanderhoop of the Gay Head trll>e Farmington, Mr. Nell Calderwood of failed to make the turn and going
of Wanipauoage Indians Is perhaps Orono, Jack and David Ross of Scot between an electric light pole and a
free dance after the show was enjoyed , Ge°rgia Hibbert, Miss Velma Light.
the only Indian who still wears hl-- land. Others present were; Mr. and large tree, resulted in complete wreck
by
everyone.
Refreshments were i Miss Evelyn Wellman, Miss Alice
B ro w n Label
Red Label
native garb. Ills dress Includes a
age of the car. The driver of the m a
{J T o Us P rin tin g i t more th an served. The proceeds of this pic- j Webb, Doward Smith and Chester
Mrs.
E.
L.
Glidden.
A.
A.
Peterson.
A.
band of wampum around his braided
ju st p u ttin g words into ty p a
chine Axel Larsen of B. B. Plains, Vt.,
America’s finest tea blended
rich full bodied blend
hair from which a feather extends. E. Libby. Leroy Ames and Mrs. E. and Elmer Peterson of Oak Hill, an  It is th e creation of a w ork of a rt, ture will be used to provide the school Miller. Mr. Smith was chairman.
be it a sim ple little announcem ent
The teachers attended the recent from the choicest, high grown of quality teas — truly
M. Hail.
with
two
current
magazines.
other occupant, were uninjured.
or an elaborate booklet.
Hence
An "As You Like It" program was j State Teachers' Convention at Port-1
Zettie Smith, 24. wife of Joseph we ta ke all the pride of an a rtis t
teas of the finest gardens. Revelation in Tea Value"
In answer to popular request the
in
order Friday in History Club. Some land.
hia c ra ft, in each job; and th a t
PO RT CLYDE
noon plane service from Rockland to Smith, died suddenly Monday at her in
is tha secret of the eu p erlative
interesting features were: Autobi-5 Decoupage posters, vases, and boxes , J
the Islands is restored today and will home on Brookside avenue. Mrs. q u a lity of Th a C o u ria r-G azatte j ography of an Aztec Princess. Miss | are being made by the History Club!
Smith
was
the
daughter
of
Henry
and
The Courier-Gazette Is now on sale be maintained as long as business Caro (Albee) Lawrence and was born P rin tin g .
Georgia Hibbert; Review of the News,, members. These articles relate to
holds up. Plane will leave Rockland
I Miss Mildred Bartlett; Famous Men.; cerftiin historical phases of interest to
a t the Postoffice and Miss Buker will a t 1.30; Vlnalhaven at 1.45; Stoning In Bernard One week ago she was
Miss Arlene Mank; The Everglade:;.' everyone. The best objects will be^
also be glad to take new subscriptions. ton at 1.55 and North Haven a t 2 married to Joseph Smith of Rockland.
I and Picture Studies, Robert Cuuulng- , used to decorate the class room.
Besides
her
husband
and
parents,
she
o’clock.—adv.
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O rig in a l Spanish M a in
G r e a tly N a rro w e d D o w n

Legal Notices

In E verybody’s Column

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Advertlsementa In thia column not to
Whereas. Elizabeth M Lorson, of exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
Washington
In
the
County
of
Knox,
and
cents,
three times for 50 cents. Addi
Numed in the heyday of conqulsof Maine, by her Mortgage Deed, tional lines five cents each for one time.
tadores and pirates, the old Span State
dated October 7th, 1932. and recorded 10 cents for three times. Six words
ish Main originally comprised that In Knox County Registry of Deeds Book make a line.
Page 34. conveyed to Wilbert D De- I
part of the Atlantic ocean plied by 234.
Coster, a certain parcel of real estate,
Spanish treasure ships, says the situated In said Washington, and bound
and described as follows, to wit:
National Geographic society. The edBeginning
at land formerly owned by 1
name later embraced the shores of the L. W Cramer at the northwest corner;
Caribbean islands and adjacent thence southerly to a stone wall forty- I
rods; thence westerly by and on said
coasts of South and Central Amer one
stone wall twenty-seven rods to a stake; I
YESTERDAY afternoon small gold
northerly five rods and six links
ica, but finally narrowed jintll it de thence
to aa stake
black band lost. Reward. Leave
siaae and
ana Atones-"thenee
scones, tnence west*five
west nve watchrnTTPTvn.n
notes specifically the northern const io
degrees n o n r e l g h t rods to the h ig h ' ttt COURIER-OAZETTE office
130-132
of South America between the Isth way :thence across and beyond said
CINNAMON brown cocker spaniel, anshlghway
same
course
sixty
rods
to
a
,
erlng
name
'
Pal.'
lost
Friday
Return
mus of Panama and delta of the stake and stones at or near the woods: to 81 TALBOT AVE or Call
130-lt
Orinoco—the coastal zones of Ven thence north thtrty-slx rods to land of
$10
00
REWARD
for
return
of
Brief
William
A
Humes:
thence
easterly
by
ezuela, Colombia and Panama.
Case taken from car at Hotel Rockland.
Oct
25.
No
questions
asked
THOMAS
Columbus sighted the palm-fringed
KANE. Hotel Rockland.
130-132
shores of the Spanish Main in 1498.
BROWN bill fold lost Saturday eve
Ited-painted Indians sucking brews way. and following a stone wall by land ning
between Tenant's Harbor Oarage
and A & P. Market. Rockland. Reward.
from gourds watched the subsequent
ARNOLD
ANDERSON, Olenmere.
arrivals of Balboa and others who lng twenty-three acres, more or less. I
130*132
carried back to Europe amazing excepting and reserving from the above
BUNCH of keys lost Friday between
described
lot
a
certain
lot
or
parcel
of
tales of pearls, gold, and Indians land, deeded by me to Murdlck Cramer, Simonton Corner and Beauchamp Point
130*132
suitable for slaves. Men swarmed located between Route No. 101 and W E TOLMAN. South Hope.
the coast to erect fortified settle Route No 220, State Highway, north of ! SUARE-ENDED skiff, found adrift
the barn. SceTJced from Clarence L off Pemaquld. Owner may have same by
ments and to ship wealth back to Cramer, recorded In Knox Registry of I proving property and paying expenses.
J. C. CUNNINGHAM. A. C McLoon's
Europe. Seeking the fabulous riches Deeds, Book 154. Page 331.
Also another lot or parcel of land Wharf,
130-132
reputed to be in the interior, they situated
In said Washington, bounded
pushed through almost impenetrable and described as follows, viz.: Beginning
on the Highway road leading to Union
Jungles. Before them fled harassed Common
at the aouth-west corner or
Indians, discharging poisoned ar land of Ed. Cramer; thence iinnnenv j
by
land
of
said Cramer about thirty row
j
rows, futile against armor.
and four links to a stone wall marked
Settlers lived largely on a plenti with a stake; thence westerly twenty- I < * * * * * « » « » * * * * * ■
rods by and on a stone wall to a i
ful supply of immense tortoises and seven
wanted. Call before
stake: thence across and by said H ig h -! TWO Salesmen
28 Spring St. after 7 p m
.jrild boars. Some, settling near way west five degrees north, aljout one Sunday.
HARRY
E
NEWBLOOM
128*129
what Is Santo Domingo, hunted and hundred and th irty rods to land of J.
SITUATION wanted, general house
F Davis; thence southerly thirty-five
smoked buffalo. They became known
work and practical nursing by young
woman Capable and thoroughly de
as buccaneers from the French word
pendable. Write D. L. S., care Courlerboucaner, to smoke meat.
130*132
place of beginning. See Deed from Oazette
Jones to Wilbert D. DeCoster,
Others became farmers, cultivat Cyrus
CONVALESCENT > r seml-lnvalld to
recorded In Knox Registry of Deeds, care
my home. Large, sunnv front
ing tobacco with the aid of numer Book 154, Page 53. Excepting and re roomfor In
Excellent
care
NELLIE P
ous white and negro slaves. Many serving from the above described prem OROTTON. 138 Camden St
13O*L32
ises a certain lot or parcel of land with
of the slaves ran away and Joined the buildings thereon, deeded to Sadie
POSITION as housekeeper lor elderly
couple or small family. Prefer gentle
the buccaneers, who, having become
man or for middle-aged lady
Apply
bored with buffalo hunting, took up or less
MYRTLE RAYMOND. 20 Myrtle St.
130*132
Also excepting and reserving from the
pirating, preying on Spanish galle
described lot. power pole rights
MEN—Sell our high grade garden and
ons and coastal settlements. The above
deeded to the Central Maine Power field seed direct to planters. A good po
Spanish Main offered numerous nat Company. And reserving also that por sition
with big Income Experience u n 
ural advantages to these seafaring tion of (tie above described premises necessary. COBB CO.. Franklin. Mass
th at was conveyed to Wilbert D. De130*132
bandits: luxurious forests out of Coster by Daniel D Weaver and Martha
MAN wanted to supply customers wltb
which to build their barks, lakes H Weaver, by thetr Quit Claim Deed.
famous W atkins Products In Rockland
of pitch for calking the'new craft,
Business established, earnings average
And. whereas. the said Wilbert D. De- $25 weekly, pay starts immediately
and hidden harbors from which to
Write J R WATKINS COMPANY. 231Coster
assigned
said
Mortgage
to
us.
the
surprise their prey.
13O*lt
undersigned, by written assignment, 61 Johnson Ave . Newark. N J.
dated July 25. 1933. and recorded In Knox
ROOMERS wanted. Board if desired.
--------------------------/
Countv Registry of Deeds. Book 235. Apply 73 MAVERICK ST Tel 989-M '
Page 243:
120-131
A ir S u rro u n d in g P la n e t
And whereas, the condition of said
WOMAN wishes position as housekeep
has been broken now there
F ifte e n Pounds to Inch Mortgage
er
for
man
or
woman
or
small
family
fore. by reason of the breach of the I
The poet writes of ‘'trifles light condition thereof, we claim a foreclos Write P O BOX 63. Thomaston. 128*130
of said Mortgage
FURNISHED room for light housekeep
as air,” and we often talk of “airy ureDated
this tenth dav of October.1934. ing wanted, or Inexpensive apartm ent
DANIEL D WEAVER
nothings,” but the atmosphere which
Write N C D . South Hope
128*130
MARTHA H WEAVER
surrounds our planet and accom
MIDDLE-AGED widow wishes position
124-T-130
as housekeeper Write E R . care this
panies it on its Journeyings through
TREASURY DEPARTMENT Procure
128*130
space is not so light as we often im ment Division. Public Works Branch. paper.
D C Oct 26. 1934 Sealed
agine. Its average pressure is 13 Washington
Bids in duDllcate. will be publicly opened
pounds to the square inch.
In this office at 1 p m . Nov 23 1934
The barometer, as its name im for furnishing all labor and materials
performing all work for extension
plies, is an atmosphere weigher, and and
and remodeling of the USCu.H and
on the varying weights, noted over P O at Rockland. Maine. Attention Is ■ ! * * * * * « « » • » * * * * *
to the special conditions of bid
large areas, depend our dally weath directed
WOULD LIKE to exchange carrots for
ding set forth in the specifications, and
er forecasts. A chaDge of an inch bulletin No. 51 of the Federal Emer cabbages. V. E. HILLS. Tel. 1-3 Warren.
129-131
Administration of Public Works
in the height of the mercury col gency
and Executive Order No. 6645 Draw
PIOS
KILLED
Good
work,
prompt
umn means a change of atmospheric ings and specifications, not exceeding 3 service MASON JOHNSON. Pleasant
weight of half a pound per square sets, may be obtained at this office in the Gardens. Tel. 912-W.
130-132
of the assistant director of
inch on the earth's surface, so that discretion
NOTICE—Whereas my wife Hazel has
procurement, public works Branch, by
left my bed and board without Just
even a change of one-tenth of an any general contractor, and provided a cause,
this Is to forbid any person tru st
of $15 00 Is made for each set to
inch in the barometer represents deposit
assure Its prompt return One set will ing or giving credit to her or to me on
my
account.
AXEL OLAD. Rockland,
88,000 tons per square mile. A be lurnlshed Builders' Exchanges. Cham
128*130
bers of Commerce or other organiza Oct. 23. 1934
change of an inch over the land tions
who will guarantee to make them
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
area of the British Isles signifies
land Hair Store. 24 Elm fit Mall orderi
the colossal total of considerably
solicited. H. C RHODES. Tel. 519-J
provided a deposit of $15 00
118-tl
more than one hundred thousand surveyors,
Is made to assure its prompt return
KEYS)
KEYSI
KEYS'
Keys
made
to
Checks
offered
as
deposits
must
be
made
million tons of air!
order. Keys made to fit all locks when
original keys are lost. House, Office or
Car. Code books provide keys for all
cepted
locks w ithout bother. Scissors and
Director
T h e V a r ia tio n
Knives sharpened. Prompt service Rea
130-'
Branch.
sonable prices CRIE HARDWARE CO..
J Variation means change, and when
SECURITY TRI IT Cl)
Main St . Rockland. Tel. 791.
118-tf
■ a piece of music Is called an nlr
PETITION AND NOTICE OF REARING
and variation it means that the com
To Hon W R Pattangall. Chief Ju s
Supreme Judicial Court:
poser has rung the changes In dif tice
Respectfully represents Ensign Otis.
N O R T H H A V EN
ferent ways on a tune of his own, Receiver of Security Trust Company of
Rockland. Me . th a t he Is the owner. In
or somebody else's, making.
T h; chill in the air reminds us that
his said capacity of the following de
When keyed Instruments first ap scribed real estate and personal prop
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Need money to pay bills?
Try a reliable loan com
pany. I t’s only a matter of
consulting The CourierGazette W ant Ads. Only
the best reputable firms are
listed.

.■?■■■'■-W:\tfNMk

Furnished rooms or kit
chenettes—apartments or
furnished
homes—down
town or way out where it’s
quiet—they're all listed for
you in The Courier-Gazette
Want Ads.
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“» Want

“1 W ant a
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Why put up with the in
conveniences of walking?
Good used cars are cheap
and plentiful. It’s all in
knowing where to find
them. You'll find the best
listings in The CourierGazette.

A painter, a plumber, a
plasterer—you may need a
good one in a hurry Look
him up in the Want Ad
section and give him a buzz
on your phone.
*•:■£&).: ■'<

\ S33S&larax!KJO

Want to buy? W ant to sell? W ant to rent, borrow, swap? W ant to find som eone to do busi
ness with— quickly? Tackle The Courier-Gazette W ant Ads or let them tackle the job for you.
They’ll do the work for less m oney every time— because nearly everyone reads them!

T H E CO URIER-G AZETTE

permanent waving and the art of I been attractively decorated, likewise the Road’’ concluded this month's
| make-up. She will stay with Mr. and the table, with flowers from their gar- illuminating series on immortality,
Mrs. Weston Petrie of South Port dens. Music added its thrill and The recessional was "O God. the Rock
land.
charm to the occasion. Ice cream, o f Ages." and the anthem "Rejoice.
The Auxiliary of Williams-Brazier cake and coffee were served by Mrs. Give Thanks '' The evening subject
Post. A. L.. elected these officers at Ava Whitney. The guests were Mrs. "W hat Shall We Do?" dealt with the
its annual meeting last Friday eve George Ludwig, Mrs. Ora Woodcock, three o'.d answers: have faith, share,
ning: President, Katherine Risteen; Mrs. Ava Whitney. Mrs. Edith Clark, and do well each daily task Gladioli
first vice president. Edna M. Young; Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Spaulding. Mrs. from Mrs. Levi Scavey's garden were
second vice president, Lillian Dor- Edna Smith. Mrs. Cora Currier. Mrs appreciated thus late in the season.
nan; secretary, Harriet Williams; Olive Brazier, Mrs. Ward Grafton. M r Mr Strout. minister emeritus of the
****
treasurer. Ora Woodcock; chaplain and Mrs. Horace Vose. Mrs. Minnie Congregational Church, who is mak----------— ---Edna Kalloch; historian. Edna Pow- Wilson. Mrs. Dora Clark. Mrs. Lucy inK his annual fall visit in town, atCapt Earle ’an d ' Dr. Ethel Star- , ers= sergeant-at-arms. Edith Clark Sillery of Thomaston and Mr. and tended morning worship and was
warmly greeted by his many friends.
rett returned last Saturday after- aecfltive committee, Anna Brazier. Mrs. Clifton Blake of Camden.
• • • •
Mrs. Clifton Morse who has been
noon from their trip to Chicago. Dr. shirIe* williams and Helen L>nch
These officers will be installed at guest of her daughter Mrs. George
Mr:.
Annie
M . Btckmorr
Starrett spent two weeks study.ng
, ,
~
..
. . .
»h. Union tonight, Tuesday, and all Lermond at Oyster River, returned to
Funeral
services
for Mrs Annie
the new treatm ent for cancer at the
• •
. . . .
„Farnsworth ,Laboratories
,
, , „ where ■
Margaret Bickmore were held at the
it» ; members of the Unit are invited to Port Clyde last Saturday.
. . _ ..
...
.
! attend. Plans were made for the an Willis Thompson was here from
originated. This method cf treatu
home of Miss Margaret G. Ruggles
j
! nual supper for the Legion boys to Port Clyde over the weekend.
ment is being used by one of the . . , . "
Mrs. Bertha Frost is housekeeping Monaay aiternoon, rtev. Hubert F
.
,
...
be held Nov. 12.
largest Eastern hospitals with reLeach officiating. The bearers were
6
Truman Sawyer and W. B. D. Gray for Mrs. A. F. Rice.
markable success.
'who have been hunting deer in the
Donald B. Robinson of St. Paul. Mr, Steeves of Hartland. Mr Kerstead
Miss Harriet Burgess is having a nor{j,ern Maine woods for two weeks, Minn who is taking a course in of Wethersfield Conn.. Harold Young
vacation from her duties at The re^urne(, Saturday night. They did architecture at Cornell University.' and Harlow Yo“nB- Interment was
Courier-Gazette office. Accompanied not see a deer jn their travels,
Ithaca. N. Y„ is visiting his aunt, Mrs. i
the Thomaston cemetery
by her father. Miss (Burgess motored j The pythian circle will have a Clara Williams.
Mrs. Bickmore was born in Bremen
John Ross of Cambridge. Mass who j Marcl) 2, 1859. daughter of Zebuland
Monday to Portland where she will .-knotting" jn their hall next Friday
visit.
afternoon. and a large attendance is was overnight guest Saturday of Ms I and Sarah ( Richardson) Thompson
Members of the Junior Department desired. The regular meeting will be sister Mrs. Clara T. Sawyer returned of Bremen. She had been a resident
of the Baptist Church, numbering 45 held in the evening.
to his home Sunday. He was accom of Thomaston 50 vears, and the great
including the teacher, had a Hal
Maurice Lindsey is at home with a panied by Mr. and Mrs. Frank Turner er part of her life she was employed
loween party in their room Friday severe cold. Mrs. Ralph Crawford is who will spend a month or two with in the Ruggles family. She was the
from 2 to 4. The room was attractive- supplying his place in Levi Scavey's him. Mrs. Turner is also a sister to widow of William Bickmore. Rela
tives living are a brother on MatiniMr. Ross.
ly decked in holiday emblems, theI store,
Mr. and Mrs. John Mitchell and cus. a daughter Mrs Maude Young of
superintendent. Mrs. Kilborn, assist- j Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mank of AuMrs. Georgie Burns of Friendship, Hartland, grandsons Harold, Ralph
ed by the children, arranging the \ gusta visited his parents Sunday,
decorations. The two hours were
Miss Flora Burton of Clark Island Miss. Eleanor Seeber and Mrs. Ellis and Harlow Young of Boston, and two
Young of Thomaston went to P ort granddaughters. Madeline Lawry and
given over to pleasurable exercises was in town Saturday.
Ruth Steeves of Hartland, all of
and the attendants had a pleasant
Mrs. Dora Benner has moved to the land last Thursday. Miss Seeber to
whom were present a t the funeral.
attend
the
Teachers'
Convention
and
time.
| Nat Stone house. Beechwoods street.
• • • •
Capt. and Mrs. James Creighton are I Miss Mary Osgood of Vinalhaven the others to visit friends. All re 
SL Johns Church Notes
enroute by bus to Fargo. N. D., where J spent last week with her uncle and turned home Saturday.
Mrs. James Carney and children
Woman's Auxiliary of St. John's
they will make an extended visit with aunt Mr. and Mrs. John Gray,
their son John and family.
Leon Leighton left Monday on a were recent visitors at the home of Church will meet in the parish hall
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Sawyer are hunting trip in the Rangeley regions, her parents. Mr. and Mrs. William for a supper party Thursday at 6
o'clock and all women of the parish
being congratulated on the birth of
Mr. Wetherbee, formerly of Warren Pratt, of Willardham.
Mrs. Gamage (Lottie Hilt) and son are invited. At 7.30 a service for the
a daughter, Oct. 27.
but now of New York city, who spent
Albion of South Bristol spent Sunday Eve of All Souls will be said in the
Miss Harriet Wilson who has been part of this summer in town at the
with Peter Hilt and Mrs. William Church with the entire parish re
enjoying a vacation, returned Monday Knox Hotel, returned to his home
Newbert.
quested to be present.
to her duties at the John Bird Co. j Friday.
Capt. Earle and Dr. Ethel Starrett
Wednesday is Eve of All Saints and
Mrs. Ozora Turner is in Rockland
Leslie Clark and Miss Hope Faiarrived home Saturday after several
where she will spend the winter with rington of Portland were weekend weeks' stay in Chicago, where Dr. evening player will be at 5 p. m. The
Server's Guild will hold a business
guests of Mrs. Clifford Clark.
Mrs. George Sidensparker.
Charles Smith returned to work at Starrett took special courses of meeting at 7.30.
Rufus V. Libby died Sunday at his
| study.
There will be a celebration of the
home on North street after a long Perrys Market Monday after two
Services for Rufus V. Libby will I Holy Eucharlst A1, 8aints
j
weeks'
vacation.
illness.
! take place Friday at 2 o'clock a t the 1 (Thursday) at 9 a. m. and a good rep
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Smith and
Miss Olive Elwell attended the
! funeral home cf Stanley R. Cushing. resentation of the parish is hoped for.
meetings of Y.PJS.C.E. at Brunswick son have moved to their home on
Knox street.
On All Souls Day Friday there will
which closed Sunday after three days' Main street from their farm on
In her play “Time." presented at be a requiem for AU Souls at 9 a. m.
Beechwoods
street
where
they
spent
session.
' Watts Hall Monday evening for the and those who have dear departed
The annual roll call of the Baptist part of the season.
! benefit of the Nursing Association.
Mr. and Mrs. William Belasco and Miss Adelyn Bushnell recorded an- ones whose names are not now on the
Church will be held at the vestry
parish list, are asked to present them
next Thursday evening. Rev. G. F. Mr. and Mrs. William J. Harrison mo j other success. A large and attentive
at this service. The evening service
Currier of Rockport will be the tored Sunday to Farmington to visit audience gave marked approval of
will consist of vespers of the dead.
their
daughters
who
are
students
at
speaker.
the play and the acting.
Celia B. Flye left Sunday for Port the Normal School.
Beginning last Sunday, the Feder
The sixth wedding anniversary of ated Church will Hold all services
land where she attended the H air
dressers’ Convention Monday and Mr. and Mrs. Chester Vo-.e was cele through the winter in Ihe Methddist
Tuesday The remainder of the week brated Saturday evening in tlieir home Church, as is its usual custom. Mr
she w ill use in ta k in g a course in at B ro o k ly n Heights. T he house had Leach's m orn in g sermon on "M e n o f

TH OM ASTON

READ THE AOS

;

W ANTED

• MISCELLANEOUS

peared variations were very popu
lar. At first they were twiddles
and ornaments attached to the air.
Then little note patterns came along,
and eventually the tune was dressed
in all kinds of ways—sometimes
in daDce rhythm, sometimes in
stately measure. Often a variation
would bring out a sad feeling In the
melody. Beethoven wrote as many
as 32 on his own original tune.
Bach and Brahms loved making
variations.
Fam o us Russian L ib r a r y

The famous anil magnificent state
library at I ^ n g r a d which was
founded in 1814 and early became
one of the great treasure houses of
the world has not lost much of its
magnificence and value since the
revolution. It still contains most
of the valuable collections for which
it was noted, including Voltaire's
library, which was bought intact
hv Catherine II m anv of the most
Dy c a tn e rin e 11, m any 01 u ie most
celebrated copies of the Bible nn*l
fhe Koran, rare Hebrew manuA
»1 a1
scripts of the I entateueh and the
famous Codex Slnaiticus, which
next to the one in the Vatican, is
the oldest Greek manuscript In ex
isten ce of the New Testament, hav
ing been found In an ancient mon
astery on Mount Sinai.
T k e G re a t H o rn e d O w l

■
►Si

HARD coal $15 ton. Pocahontas soft
coal $9 ton.’ Coke $12 ton. J. B PAUL
SEN. Tel, Thomaston 34-2.
129*131
NU-WAY oil burner for sale, In good
condition. Price right. Apply MRS.
AROLINE C. OORWAIZ. 21 Green St..
Thomaston. Me
129-134
EIGHT TONS good hay lor sale.
FRANKLIN O PRIEST, Rockport
130*132
UPRIGHT piano for sale. Excellent
condition. Price right. PHONE 793-W
128-130
KINEO C cookstove. $25; also one twoburner gas plate and
cash. R.
id oven. $6. cai
C.
“ WEN
1NTW 0RTH 239
--- Broadway
130*132
FITTED hard wood for sale. $10. Junks
$10: under cover 4 ft. wood $8 50 Tel.
257-3. M. LOFMAN
129*135
heap.
years old. M. J. MALONEY, Pleasant
Point. Me
129*131
WHEELCHAIR for sale cheap Write
P O. BOX 63. Thomaston.
128*130
POOL TABLE complete. Excellent
condition Price right Apply JACK
GREEN 24G Main St Tel 593-W.
129-131
RUG and knitting yarn for sale by
manufacturer. Samples and knitting
directions free. H. A. BARTLETT, Har
mony. Me.
128-139
NEW ENGLAND upright piano for sale,
good condition. 835 cash. MILDRED
GRAFFAM. Rockport.
130*132
PLENTY delicious sweet cider all day
Wednesday for Halloween. 564 Main St.
PRINCE'S APPLE STORE
130*lt
BEST dty hard wood lor sale Cord
fitted. $11. Dry slab wood $7. Kindling
$1 15 ft HASKELL BROS . Water St.
fitted. $10 Dry slab wood $7 Kindling
LUMBER for sale, also dry. soft fitted
wood. $6.50 cord delivered. M W. PAYSON R 1. Box 134. Warren
128*130
1928 DODGE four cylinder sedan, good
Indltlon. $75
$“'
---------------condition.
ROLAND E.-------PAYSON,
East Union Tel. 18-2
129-131
THREE upright pianos tor sale, also
used stoves and ranges In good condi
tion. We have large heaters suitable
to use In halls. STONINGTON FUR
NITURE CO. Tel. 980. Rockland.
____________ ___________________ 125-tf
BEST dry hard wood for sale fitted
$1.25 It. Dry soft wood, better than
Wood Yard.

C. F

PRESCOTT. Tel.
128*130
THE L E GRIFFIN nouse at 25 James

26-tf
WHEN you are planning to sell your
chickens and fowl, call PETTER ED
WARDS Tel. 806-J. Rockland.
118-tf
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.

___

ll»-tf

FOR SALES VALUES: Fine granulated
sugar $5 08 per 100 lbs . 25 lbs »131:
Squire’s fancy lean smoked shoulders
15c lb; slack salted fish 10c lb : maca
roni and spaghetti 10 lb box 89c. 20 lb.
box $1 49; pure or compound lard 4 lbs
50c ; fancy molasses 63c gal : seeded
raisins 4 pkg, 35c: salt mackerel 20 lb.
tub $1 49; granulated meal 10 lbs. 39c:
rolled oats 5 lbs. 25c; soda crackers 2
lbs 29c; salt pork 15c lb: native John
son and yellow eye beans 10 lbs 79c;
pea beans 5 lbs. 29c: Purity salt 10 lbs.
19c; 50 ft clothes line 39c; motor oil 2
gal. can 93c; rolled roofing $125 roll;
axe handles 29c: shovels all sizes 75c to
85c; Jong handled spades $149 Dlrlgo
roof paint $125 gal; Carbollneum $1.35
gal ; White Rose Flour 99c bag, $7 85
bbl ; 8tovers Pride $1.15 bag. $8 90 bbl:
Plllsburys Best $119 bag; Occident
$129, corn, cracked corn and meal $1 83:
Farmers Favorite dairy feed $1 88; More
For Less dairy feed *1 98; Stover's egg
mash $2.25; More For Less egg mash
with Nopco XX oil $2 35 Native pota
toes 15c peck. 49c bushel Native Fresh
Eggs. 39c dozen. Warehouse hours—
Open daily until 6 p m.. Saturday eve
nings until 9 p. m. Deliveries anywhere
wanted STOVEH FEED MFO CO. on
track at 88 Park St. Tel. 1200
128-130

TO LET

FIVE room unfurnished apartment or
four room furnished. Apply MRS J. W.
BIRD. 13 Middle St. or Tel' 576.
I __________ __ _________________129*131
TENEMENT at 9 Broad St., to let. five
; rooms and bath, with furnace heat, and
garage. TEL 504-J
130*132
117 LIMEROCK ST . six room apt. to
let.
newly
renovated.
Ideal
home
for
r r t r t o ‘w7t:rB;Vkin7UBu7id'in7‘io c « ^ November and winter are just man and wife. W H RHODES Tel.
on the northerly corner of Main and ornunrt th.p co rn er
428
128*180
Spring Streets In Rockland Me ; Bank- | arounQ
c o r* er'
TWO MODERN six room tenements
lng Bulldlnv of -aid Security Trust Co
Local teachers in attendincj la t
to let. 52-52*2 Summer St. Central lo
OH burners, garage privilege.
ture. fixtures and equipment in said week a t the -convention in Portland cation
Apply MRS A C. McLOON. 33 Grove
o°ffi‘; e * “of
s ’e r - ^ T ^ h
returned- to the island Saturday,
St. Tel 253-M City_____________ 12»-tf
pany. at Camden. Warren and Union; t
At 49 Park St.. Rockland lower tene
that an advantageous oner
oi..t .<■ . j Work on the Water District job ment
of five rooms, to let, with flush
said real a” d personal property has been ! h a _
. iav(xj. „ few rjavs
toilet, electric lights. TEL 73. Thom
made hy K»a< County Trust C o m p an y !"85 t>een
aston
129-tf
of said Rockland, to wit, the sum of
Mr a n d ^ 5
Marden, Hazel
*wtus>
,
; 8
room upstairs tenement to 'le t .
iPtUvj AawUoruau n,^ua...
Doiltas
Wherefore your petitioner prays th at ; M arden and Arthur CaldCTWOOd
J 5S
*laln1
he may be authorized and Instructed to
„ ,,
,. . .
!BICKNELL. 82 Llmerock St
129*131
accent said offer execute deeds and bills jwere Roc«c.and Visitorsinursuay
. four ROOM apartm ent to let. All
of sale and do all things necessary and 1 j Friday Amcnz those to set Ohe modern conveniences, and garage MRS.
convenient to the consummation of ; r n u a y .
m
s
a
♦
A H. JONES. 5 Talbot Ave. Phone 576.
said sale
oi the STame-ie Twins' autographs
113-tf
Respectfully submitted
FURNISHED bungalow to let, all mod
was Hazel Marden.
October 27. 1934.
ern 9 Booker St . Thomaston F. M.
ENSIGN OTIS
Mr. and Mrs. Altort Beverage, TURNER. Thomaston. Tel 48-11.
Receiver. Security T rust Co.
128*130
STATE
OF
MAINE
j Ccunty of Kennebec M
Virginia and Ellston visited friends In
AT 24 Crescent St., seven room house
October 27. 1934
Bangor over the weekend, and made to let. flush toilet and lights. $12 per
On the foregoing petition It Is hereby
month, water free. TEL. 1162-R eve
Ordered th at a hearing thereon be held a call on Gerald at the University ning^_________________________ 129*131
at the Municipal Court Room. Spring
MY HOME at 21 Talbot Ave. to let for
Street. Rockland, at one o'clock p. m .. of Maine.
the winter Also small unfurnished apart
Friday. November 2. 1934. th a t all per
ment.
MTS. C F SIMMONS. Tel. 8-R
Mrs.
Alice
Arey
of
Vinalhaven
is
sons Interested may appear and show
129-131
cause. If any they have, why said pe housekeeping for Rev. and Mrs. H.
tition should not be granted
I t is
THRE^: or four furnished or u n fu r
further ordered th a t notice ot said hear- F. HUS3 a t the parsonage
nished rooms to let. gas, furnace, bath,
lng be given to depositors and cred
garage, rent reasonable. 136 TALBOT
itors of said
Security Trust Co. and to
**<*’
»aid)nterC5ted
Mr. . ad
Irving
_____________ 125-tf
Qns
. MTs.
„
j o .Simpson re- AVENUE.
all persons
Interested by
by causing
causing aa copy
copy .
TENEMENT at 38 Mechanic St. to let.
Of this
t his petition with order thereon to turned to Rockland Saturday, elosof
electric
lights,
flush,
rent.
! be published In The Courier-Gazette a j
th e lr N orth Haven hon.c for th€ Inquire 178 MAIN ST. reasonable
Tel. 874-W
newspaper publlsned at Rockland aiore°
124-tf
1said
s(ljd in
jn the issues
winter,
Issues of said newspaper winter,
printed on Tuesday. October 30 and
HOU8E. 129 Rankin S t . to let. eight
Thursday. November 1. 1934
Capt. and Mrs. R. C. Guns andi Mr. rooms, large barn. Inquire of EDWARD
(Signed) W R PATTANGALL
J. HELLIER, Rockland Savings Bank
and Mrs. Marshall of Washington
Chief Justice. S. J. Court
125-130
13_o- i 31 j re| Urne(j Saturday to thetr respe
SIX ROOM house on Oak St., all m od
to let. Apply ALBERT S. PETER
ctive homes in Weymoutt and Wash- ern.
SON. Fdller-Cobb-Davls.__________118-tf
TE N A N T'S
H
A
R
B
O
R
h
____
, ington, D. C., having been called
FURNISHED tenement, all modern,
and cold water, electric lights, gas,
At the Baptist Church Sunday I North Haven by the death cf Mrs. hot
bath and hot water heat. 47 North Main
St. FLOYD L. SHAW. Tel. 422-R.
morning and evening servics were 1Lucy Ja n e Gillis.

The great homed owl is one mem
ber of the owl family that can be
'classed as predatory, for the rea
son that a considerable portion of
its diet consists of desirable small
game species such as grouse, quail
and rabbits. Yet in spite of this It
also hunts gophers, red squirrels,
mice and rats. This owl is one of
the largest birds of prey and is en
dowed with an uncanny lack of fear.

conducted by Rev. Perley Miller.
Parker Stone is in Boston for a
Mrs. Fred W. Barton is under ob fe wdays on business before going
servation at the New England Bap- west in connection with a governtist Hospital, Boston. Her friends , men t position.
wish her a speedy recovery.
At a meeting Friday night of
Naomi Chapter will hold its regu those interested in the incorpora
lar meeting Friday and will also en tion cf Fuller cemetery it was voted
tertain Golden Rod Chapter of Rock to incorporate. Officers wer eelectland. Supper at 6.
ed and the necessary steps taken.
There will be a practice meeting of
Mrs. E tta Noyes was in North
the degree staff of P jritan Rebekah Haven Wednesday and Thursday
H e ig h t o f H e m lo c k Trees
Lodge. Nov. 1.
called by the death of Mrs. GUlis.
The hemlock commonly nttnins a
Mrs. Robert Bald Jr. has returned
Height of about 75-feet and a trunk
diameter of 2 to 3 feet. Very old to Yonkers. N. Y.. where she will
trees in good soil may reach up 160 spend the winter.
Robert Reid of CCC. Southwest
feet and attain a diameter of 5 to
6 feet. The hemlock is a sturdy Haibor is spending a seven-day leave
tree. It Is valuable for lumber and , at the home of his parents. Mr. and
an important source of wood pulp. Mrs. John Reid.
The bark is extensively used in tan
Virginia Drinkwater was guest of
neries.
Margaret Reid over the weekend.
In answer to popular request the
Friends of Mrs. Harry Patterson
will be pleased to hear she is gaining neon plane service from Rockland to
WILEY'S CORNER
the islands is restored today and will
in health.
The Courier-Gazette may now be
be maintained as long as business
New lot of Preservo, waterproofing holds up. Plane will leave Rockland
obtained from Austin Kinney who will
also be glad to take want advertise for truck covers at Rockland Awning at 1 30; Vinalhaven at 1 45; Stoning
Co. Phone 1262-W and let us make ton a t 1.55 and North Haven a t 2
m ents and new subscriptions.

r

125*136

FOR SALE

-■i

yo u r tru c k cover storm p ro o f a t once, o'clock.— adv.

121-tf

AT 14 Summer St., unfurnished a p art
ment to let. Delco heat. bath, garage.
Apply 14 SUMMER ST., left hand bell.
120-tf
FIVE ROOM upstairs tenement. F lor
ence St Place, to let. cellar Hnd shed.
$11.50 per month, water paid. HERBERT
BARTER Call 611-W.
119-tf
MY HOME to let. with or w ithout
lease, all modern, steam heat, (oil bu fn erl. rent reasonable. Apply on premises.
MRS. J D. AKERS. 138 Llmerock St
119-tf
MODERN tenem ent at 157 Talbot Ave.
Tel. 568-W. OVERNESS SARKESIAN.
118-tf
THE SHEPHERD house to let. 14
Berkeley St Apply to MRS. A E SHEP
HERD. 23 Myrtle St., or A. S. BAKER.
406 Main St.
116-tf
FURNISHED room at 5 Talbot Ave.
PHONE 576
113-tf
VINALHAVEN 4 ROCKLAND STR. CO.
Service to Vinalhaven, North Haven.
Stonington. Isle au Haut, Swan’s
Island and v-enchboro
Effective Sept. 15, 1931
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
Eastern Standard Time
Read Down
Read Up
Tuesday. Dally
Dally. Tuesday
Thursday. Ex.
Ex, Thursday
Saturdays. Sundays Sundays, Saturdays
A. M P M
A M. P M.
•4.30. 1.30 Lv. Rockland
Ar. 9 30. 5.30
2 45 Lv. Vinalhaven
8 15
5 45. 3 30 Lv. North Haven 7 25, 4 20
7 05, 4 40 Lv. Stonington
6.25, 3 10
8 15, 6 00 Lv. Swan's Island 5 30, 2 00*
♦ Discontinued September 29. 1934
-------

B. H STINSON. Agent.
J l3 -tf

Every-Other-Day

R o c k la n d G o u r ie r -G a z e tte , T u e s d a y , O c to b e r 3 0 , 1 9 3 4
Mrs. Edward Gonia recently gave a
supper party complimenting Mrs. J.
S. Jenkins on her birthday. Guests
were Mrs. C. A. Packard, Mrs.
Charles A. Morton, Mrs. E tta Stan
ley and Mrs. Ella H art of Beverly,
Mass. Cards followed supper, and
Mrs. Jenkins was presented with
I Miss Marion E. Harvey has been gifts.
*
spending the school vacation in
Brunswick, the guest of Miss H arri
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Wiggin left
etts Ward, a fellow student a t the Saturday for Washington, D. C„
Castine Music Camp. Friday was called by the death of a relative.
spent in Portland, attending the con They expect to be away about two
cert by the All State Band and Or weeks.
chestra given in the evening a t City
hall. Miss Harvey made the trip
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kallcch and
with Mr. and Mrs. Harold Libby.
sons Richard and Norman, Miss
Estelle Stevens and Mrs. Warren
Browne Club will have picnic Nealand of Worcester, were recent
supper Friday with Mrs. Alice Karl, guests of Mr. an d Mrs. O. G. Kalloch.
Granite street.
Mrs. Harry French, Mrs. Gardner
Carl Kalloch entertained a t a Jolly French, Mrs. A. R. Bachelder, Mrs.
Halloween party Saturday evening Orrin F. sm ith and Mrs. T. L.
a t his home on Broadway, his guests Maker motored to Portland Friday.
coming in costume. Garner appro
priate ,to the season were played
Speech Readers Club ThursdayWith Ebba Kalloch and Donald had the lesson under the direction of
phaples winning prizes for apple- Miss Helen Fuller. Miss Elizabeth
biting, and Harriet Clark and Buddy Porter gave an Interesting account
Black for pinning the tail on the of her trip to Plymouth, Vt., where
donkey. Carl’s guests were Harriet President Coolidge took the oath of
Clark, Norma Philbrick, Barbara office. A mite box was established
Black, Barbara Atkin'on. Ebba K al a t this meeting, to be filled for the
loch, Mary and Alice Cross, Florence purpose of having a lesson under
1Butler, Buddy Black, Donald Borger- Miss Eliza Hannegan of Portland,
son, Donald Chaples. John Knight, when she makes her annual visita
Lewis Stockford.
tion.

^ S O C I E T Y
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ________________ 770 or 704

Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Lovejoy, and
daughter Priscilla, and Mrs. Flora
Lovejoy returned Sunday from a few
days stay In Whitefield, N. H„ as
guests of Judge and Mrs. Edgar M.
Bowker. A short visit was also
made in St. Johnsbury, Vt. They
left Whitefield Saturday morning in
a heavy snowstorm, planning to mo
tor back, by Fkanconia Notch, but
encountered a heavy blizzard forc
ing them to turn back and come
through by the shorter route. They
remained overnight Saturday with
relatives in Portland.

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Leach had
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lake were in
as supper guests and for cards S at
Mr. and Mrs. Langtry C. Smith of
Scarboro for the weekend, guests of
urday Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Paulitz,
Vinalhaven were weekend guests of
Mrs. Lake's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mirs.John ASnow and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Hutchinson.
Chester Furbish.
and Mrs. Daniel Snow.
Van Russell, who has been ill the
Mrs. Harriet Orbeton has returned
A public card party for the bene from a visit with her sister. Mrs. past few wesks. is able to be about
again.
fit of the Citizens' Civic Commit Ashton Ripley, in Appleton.
tee is announced for Thursday eve
Diligent Dames meets Thursday
ning, Nov. 8. play to begin at 8.
Mrs. C. E. Patch of Stoneham,
There will be tables for auction and Mass., and Friendship was a guest afternoon with Mrs. Nettie Bird
contract. Tickets are already on Priday of Mr. and Mrs. Earle Mac- Frost, Camden street.
sale. Mrs. John H. Flanagan and Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Worrey and
Miss Ellen Daly form the general
son Parker were guests of relatives
Last
week's
meeting
of
W.I.N.
Club
committee, with Miss Madlene Rogers
In Bath Sunday.
in charge of tickets. Reservations was with Miss Pearl Borgerson. .
may be arranged by phone with
Miss Marion Raw-ley spsnt the
Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker and
them.
weekend with her cousin. Miss Ar
daughter Constance of Waterville,
lene Stanley, Orange street.
were
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Tyler M. Coombs has been visit
ing his daughter, Mrs. Sidney Wins Wilbur F. Senter, Jr.
Mr. and IMrs. Percy L. McPhee
low in Vinalhaven.
and daughter Muriel were among out
Mrs. Earle MacWilkams was guest
of town people who attended Mrs.
recently of Mrs. Claude Patch a t her
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Kalloch and
Charlotte Law Well's funeral, S atur
home In Friendship, for a bridge
Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Kalloch and
day. on the B ath road.
luncheon.
daughter Eleanor were recent guests
Mrs. Jennie r,y. Bird is returned
at Mr. and Mrs. Fred Anderson in
Mrs. E. E. Stoddard was hostess to
from a month's visit with her daugh
Brunswick.
Thimble Club Monday evening.
ter. Miss Madeline Bird, in New Jer
Mrs. Eric Love and son Eric of
Mrs. Adalbert Hall of Bath is guest sey, and has taken rooms with Mrs
Montreal, Mrs. Ivy Thompson and of the Misses Britt, Limerock street. A. C. Jones.
daughter Florence of East Corinth,
Major and Mrs. Talbot Aldrich were
Opportunity Class meets Thursday
Mrs. Chorls Davis of Winter Harbor,
passengers on yesterday's Boston
and Ralph Atkinson of Dover-Fox- a t 730 at the First Baptist parlors.
train, having closed their lengthened
croft, were guests Sunday of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Huse N. Tibbetts and summer stay at Tenant's Harbor.
Minnie Rogers and family. On their
return they were accompanied by sen Lynn Edward of Houlton have
Mrs. Ella Grimes is with her sister,
Barbara Atkinson who had been been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
spending the week with Mrs. Rogers. Tibbetts and Mr. ar.d Mrs. David Mrs. Lizzie Haines, for the next few
Hodgkins. Mr. and Mrs. Tibbetts weeks before leaving to spend the
Mr. and Mr-. E. F. Glover were spent part of the time In Portland at winter months in Florida.
guests Sunday of Dr. and Mrs. John the State Teachers' Convention, lit
Kalloch Class will have its annual
tle Lynn Edward remaining with Mr
Smith Lowe in Round Pond.
meeting w ith Mrs. Carl Cassens
and Mrs. Ralph Tibbetts.
Wednesday afternoon and evening
Mrs. Ozoro Turner of Thomaston
Harold Moon who has been guest of with a picnic supper.
is with her sister-in-law. Mrs. George
Sidcnspaxker. Otis street, for the win Mr. and Mrs. Stanley C. Boynton has
Mrs. Edwin jHarjula entertained
returned to Philadelphia.
ter.
at a bridge luncheon at her home
Mr. and Mrs. Hector G. Staples on North Main street recently.
Mr. and Mrs. John Haines Mc
have returned from the National Honors were won by Miss Lenore
Loon leave today for a few days’
American Legion convention In Benner andi Mrs. Emilio Hary.
hunting at Wilsons Camp, Moo.eMiami
head, joining there Dr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Perry and Ed
Bradford Adams of Springfield,
Mr. and Mrs. William O. Dean, Mrs.
ward
R. Veazie attended the MaineMass.
LllMan Perry and son Morris, and
Colby football game at Orono S at
Miss Barbara Jordan, motored to
urday.
Mrs. Minnie Rogers, Miss Ruth Boothbay Harbor Sunday.
_____
Rogers and Barbara Atkinson mo •.»
Oscar Delheim has returned frem
tored to Portland Thursday, accom
Methebesec Club will meet Friday
a
visit with relatives in Boston.
panied by Miss Madlene Rogers to a t 2.30 at the home of Mrs. Angelica
attend the State Teachers' Conven Glover with Mrs. Orissa Merritt
Mr. and Mrs. Everett A. Munsey
tion for the remainder of the week. and Mrs. Lenora Cocper presenting
and
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Vining a t
They were Joined in Bath by Mrs. a program on "Women In Literature.”
tended the Bowdoin-Colby football
Samuel Rogers.
TTiere will be current events and
game in Waterville Saturday.
Mrs. Vivian Hewett will present a
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike, group of songs.
Mrs. C. S. Milburn who has been
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson Of
guest
of her father, J. W. Rogers
College
students
home
for
the
West Palm Beach. Fla,, with Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Coombs and friends weekend were Elzada North from and other relatives, returned to Lynn,
of Belfast, returned Friday from two Boston University, Mary Stock- Mass., Friday. Last Wednesday Mr
weeks' hunting in Township 32. near bridge from Gorham Normal School, and Mrs. C. Maynard Havener apd
Ruth Gregory from Farmington Mrs. Milburn motored to Lewiston
Greenville.
Normal, Constance Snow from Bates and were guests of Mr. and Mrs. AlMr. and Mrs. P. P. Bicknell and College, and Robert Dunton and vah Rogers.
sons Billy and David, and Elwood Oram Lawry. Jr., from Bowdoin Col
Mr. and Mrs. George Britto, Mr
Hewett, were a t the Bioknell camp at lege.
and Mrs. W alter Britto and Mrs
Alford’s Lake over the weekend.
Miss Ruth Rogers entertained Pearl Studley were in Stockton
Billy celebrated his 13th birthday
Sunday with appropriate ceremonies. HW Club at cards Monday evening. Springs Sunday to attend the fu 
neral services for Dr. Charles E
Mrs. John O. Stevehs has returned Britto.
The home of Mr. and Mrs.. A. J.
Murray was the scene of a happy from two days' visit in Boston.
gathering Sunday night entertain
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Gray of
Eleanor Kalloch and Eleanor Cape Rosier were guests of Miss Re
ing Mr. and Mrs. C. Alton Palmer
and Mr. and Mrs. H. Laton Jackson Barnard gave a Halloween jamoree lief Nichols Saturday.
of Gardiner, formerly of Rockland. Saturday night in the barn cham
Others present were Mr. and Mrs. ber at the former's home on Chest
Woman's Auxiliary of St. Peter's
Charles G. Hewett, Mr. and Mrs. nut street, with 54 young folks par Church meets Thursday night, after
John G. Snow Mr. and Mrs. Frank taking of the Joillity. Cornstalks, vespers, in. the Undercroft.
Marsh, Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Bur goblins, black cats, and all sorts of
Announcements have been received
rows, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hor- other decorations and features ap
rccks. Benjamin Dowling, Miss propriate to the Halloween season of the marriage Sept. 30 of Mary
Gladys Blethen and George Roberts. transformed the barn chamber into Edna Connors, daughter of Mr. and
Supper and a talkfest were high a mysterious land. Games and bur- Mrs. Daniel Connors of Quincy,
fet lunch were in order. Mr. and Mass., and Charles J. O'Neil, son of
lights of the occasion.
Mrs. Norman Kalloch chaperoned, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur O'Neil of Dor
A public card party, auction and Mrs. O. G. Kalloch presided over the chester. a t St. John's Church, with
contract, will be given afternoon and lunch, and Misses Barbara Griffin the Very Rev. Pr. Michael J. Owens
evening of Nov. 8 at the Bok Home and Mary Havener assisted with officiating. The wedding was an
for Nurses, the proceeds to be devoted games.
elaborate autumn affair, followed
to the relief work of the Citizens Civic
by a reception at the bride's home.
Inside parking for your car day or The bride is the daughter of the
Committee. Excellent prizes and a
truly worthwhile cause. Adm. 35 evening, 25c. Fireproof Garage, Rock termer Edna Storer of Rockland,

cents.—adv,

129*134

land.
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Page Seven

RU BIN STEIN C L U B
W e 'r e P r o u d
T h e s e N ew

of

A n n iv ersary of Stephen C.
F oster Observed T h ro u g h
M rs K a rl’s Program

N O W You Can Buy a G ENU INE

E s ta te

The Rubinstein Club at its meet
ing Friday afternoon observed' the j
70th anniversary of Stephen Col- ■
lins Foster's death in its program in |
charge of Mrs. Alice Karl. Mrs.
Karl's paper was most interesting,
setting forth many unfamiliar epi
sodes in the life of the musician who.
so it is conceded by many authorities,
has written America's only folk music.
These illustrations were given:

C o l p .S T r

ip e

C H IF F O N S
F r e e F ro m R in g s !
F ree F rom S h ad ow s!
Y o u 'll be P roud, too,
when you wear th e m !

$1.00

CUTLER’S

STORE FOR WOMEN
369 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

The Ladies' Aid of Littlefield Me
morial Church will meet Wednesday
evening with Mrs. Eva Chaples, 16
Simmons street. Members are re
quested to take pieces toward a quilt
for the city farm.
Huntley-Hill Post Auxiliary is
having a Halloween beano party at
the hall this evening. Post and
friends are invited.

For LE SS Than A n IM IT A T IO N
T h e s e S m a s h in g V a lu e s O n e W e e k O n ly
T u e s ., O c t. 3 0 to T u e s ., N o v . 6 , In c lu s iv e

Song—Old Folks a t Home
Sung by Entire Club
Soprano—Uncle Ned
Gentle Annie
Camptown Races
Mrs Lorna Pendleton
Soprano—Beautiful Dreamer
Oh. Susanna
Mrs. Carleen Nutt
Plano—My Old Kentucky Home
Transcription by J. W Lerman
Miss Edna Gregory
Soprano—Old Dog Tray
Nellie Bly
Mrs. Damle Gardner
Reading—B re r Rabbit and Tar Baby
from Uncle Remus Stories ...................
Joel Chandler Harris
Miss Hazel Marshall
Plano—Old Black Joe
..........................
Transcription by Carlyle Davis
Mrs. Frances McLoon
Dance - Negro Eccentric
Mrs Ellse Allen Corner and Barbara
Derry (guest)

Accompanists were Mrs. Lilian
S. Copping, Miss Irene Ypung, and
Mrs. Nettie Averill. Cotton blos
soms formed appropriate decorative
feature-. The meeting was very well
attendrd. 60 members being present.
The next meeting will be Friday
evening, Nov. 9. at 7 45. the program
to be "The Music of Old and New
Russia.” Miss Caroline Littlefield
will give a pa-per on Old Russia, to
be iluuetrated by two groups of folk
songs by Mrs. Evelyn White and Mrs.
Gladys Morgan, in costume, and by I
a dance by Mrs. Corner. Mrs. Irene
Walker will present the paper on
New Rus ia, and her illustrations J
will be done by Mrs. Damle Gard- 1
ner and Mrs. Lydia Storer. in songs.
Miss Margaret Stahl and Miss Clemice Blackington in a piano duo. and '
reading by Mrs. Ethel Sezak. It willj
not be a guest evening but non- 1
members may attend by paying the
usual non-member fee of 25 cents.
Complete program outline will be '
ready for announcement within a
Short time.

Col. Basil H. Stinson. Albert S.
Peterson, Earle McIntosh and Arthur
F. Lamb saw University of Maine
Mrs. B. A. Durkee of Seven Hun
defeat Bates 13 to 0 at Orcno Sat dred Acre Island is guest of Miss
urday.
Jennie Guptlll.

Regular $42.50 Value

THIS WEEK $ 3 2 .0 0
Regular $55.25 Value

THIS WEEK $ 4 3 .7 5
______

,

_

THE DE LUXE
Reg. $ 8 4 .7 5 Value

This W eek
$ 6 5 .0 0
See Our Splendid Line of Heaters and Learn the Am azing Low Prices
Cash or Easy Terms as Desired and a Liberal Allowance on Your Old Heater
or Range

•

S to n in g to n F u r n i t u r e C o .
313-325 MAIN STREET,

Mrs. H erbert'H all goes today to
Portland to visit relatives.

O il H e a t r o la

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 980

TENANTS HARBOR

A few snowflakes visited this place
Mr. and Mrs. George St. Clair have Saturday.
taken apartments with Mias Anne . Someone has said we have had I Mr. and Mrs. Charles Allen have
V. Flint for the winter.
eight, ra in y Saturdays in succession >moved from the Edward Bickmore
Qpite a crowd attended the movies tnement in Wild Cat to his home on
the waterfront.
at Morris hall last Thursday night.
Orchestra furnished the music for
Mrs. Hatton Wilson of Criehaven is
Joseph Hooper of Martinsville was
Adelyn Bushnell's play "Time,'’ at
in th e village Friday enroute to Port guest of her son Willis for a few weeks.
Thomaston. Monday night for the land.
The 10-foot shark that has been
benefit of the Thomaston Nursing
Mrs. Edna Willard and Mrs. Alice hanging from a pile at the boat land
Association.
Wall were Rockland visitors last ing has disappeared. Presumably It
is now in Davy Jones' locker.
Pleasant Valley Grange will serve Thursday.
Mrs. Nannie Allen was guest Thurs
Roger Smith, a three-year-old
a public supper a t 6.15 Friday, Nov.
2, with Mrs. M arietta Moody and day and Friday of last week of Mrs. youngster who has been catching
Hazel Bartlett as hostesses. Circle Ava Lawry and Mrs. Beulah Allen at smelts with his father this fall, was
taken to the boat landing to see the
meets in the afternoon. In the eve the Copper Kettle, Rockland.
Manfred Humphrey and Elmer big shark and on seeing the fish, ex
ning a card party with Sue spear,
chairman. Come” and brir.g your Allen attended the recent Command- claimed, "Oh. daddy, what a big
smelt."
ery meeting in Rockland.
friends.

PAR.

W ED.-THURS.

UNUSUAL FACTS REVEALED-by“ M o v ie Spotlight”
sensational football star. who
attained lasting popularity on the screen, was the. second
southerner, ever chosen for

JAMESDUNN-ALICEFAYE

THE COVETED ALL-AMERICAN^

MITCHELL and DURANT

.T E A M .

TODAY-WARREN WILLIAM in "DRAGON MURDER CASE"

NOW
P L A Y IN G

"MRS. WIGGS OF THE CABBAGE PATCH"
with PAULINE LORI)

W EDNESDA Y-TH UR SDA Y
The New Adventures of Bulldog Drummond
•More Thrilling
More Exciting
Than Ever

B efare

RONALD COLEMAN
IN

“BULLDOG
M

DRUM M OND
STRIKES BACK”
with

T

LORETTA YOUNG, U N A MERKEL
W ARNER O LAND

IS C O L L E C T N G M /N -

iaturesy

Shows, 2.00, 630, 8.30
C o n tin u o u s S a tu r d a y
2 3 0 to 10.30

DEPARTM ENT OF STATE
Motor Vehicle Division

M O T O R IS T S
NOVEMBER 1st.
N E T T IM E LAMBERT HlLL/ER. DIRECTS A NIGHT
SCENE HE IS GOING TO CHOOSE A SPOT FURTHER.
FROM H O M E . H IS W IF E R EAD HIM THE R IO T
A C T FOR. SHOOTING SCENES. OF A G A IN ST

the la w u n d e r h e r w in d o w at z a m -

INCANDESCENT LIGHTS
AT C O LU M B IA STUDIOS
A R E R E F E R R E D TO
A S J I N K I E S ''

111

.!■ II TRI II II-- ! ■ “

Delay will result in warnings and leg'stration suspensions.
Augusta, Maine

Check Your C ar T oday, Nilo.

Every-Otber-Day

R o c k la n d C o u r ie r - G a z e tt e , T u e s d a y , O c to b e r 3 0 , 1 9 3 4

P a g e E ig h t

aYOU A N D Y O U R C A R ”

A U T O

O D D IT IE S

- © W34—Gulf Refining Company-

TO DIG UP SITE OF
JA M ESTO W N COLONY
H ope

P o in ts o f P e r s o n a l In 
te r e st to E v e r y M o to : ist

to

U n cover

S to r y

of

F ir s t S e t t l e m e n t .

Washington.—A company of 200 i
men of the Civilian Conservation |
corps will be assigned to excavate 1
a N a tio n a l M o to r A u th o rity
Jamestown island, where In 1007
(Copyrighted)
the first permanent English seiile- j
ment was founded in America. The I
excavation work will he conducted
tiLgJErejajBmzranHi'ZfBrajgJHfBfBJcJBJHjafgmzjBrajBfzrajzjzjEJBntiBraj1
to uncover the story, as written In !
& t i t cars run sater when their that what is most needed in cars to- i
the 300-year-old foundations erected ,
by 105 colonists of the settlement, !
passengers run out of gas.
day is better directional ability . . . ,
for the official records of the na- I
The automobile industry has reduced
Hint On Modem Choke
tlonal park service. Approval of the
Automatic chokes have been giv- the number ° f hues
for
project was announced by Robert ;
ing their share of trouble, but their 11*>ish from 13.000 to 300.
Feehner, director of emergency con- I
fa.lure fortunately is something easiThe Frame's The Thing
servation work.
<5 LARGfc GNOUGH TO HOLO
ly corrected Should the choke valve
Cne would have to be a worm to
Jamestown island, in Virginia, Is
stick in the closed position simply re- j appreciate fully how greatly improved
H orn o f the ru& es of rue
a unit of the Colonial Natlouul mon- ,
ument. In the party that established
move the air cleaner and push the j the newest cars are, for it is in point
Ho l l a n d Tu n n e l
i n o a o fr . to Q u A iifY
the settlement was Cupt. John
valve open. Choke stlckage is indi of frame design that the outstanding
FOR. A POSITION IN
Smith, who arrived in the hold of
cated where the starter cranks freely nnovations are found. Recently a
o n e o f pa r t * m r o f
the tiny vessel in Irons but soon
but the engine acts as if it were not group of engineers stood under a
A LAROF A u T O H O N ie
was released to become a leader of
getting any spark.
oisted car to witness for the first
NANUFACTURJHG C O ,
the colony and one of the romantic
•inre a new frame of the double wishPicked Up At Random
figures of the Colonial days. It was
APPLICANTS MUST B &
a few yeurs after the arrival of
S f YEARS OR OLDER
Within the past month I have seen oone variety wl ich features all
the party that John Rolfe married
'ltmlnation
of
side
members.
Several
three smart cars with those formerly
Pocahontas.
popular luggage racks on the root rther ingenious 1 ames have apTU?OR
LAA 6f
After years of tragedy and suf
With rear ends streamlined and I ?e®ied on 1935 enrs already an
fering. including Indian massacres,
£ N0U4H FOR A RAWeHs ■
tires carried in the tail of the body 11 nounced. Two mak.s of cars feature
famine, fire aud pestilence, James
Aj Tq m O N C F PLANT NAS . V
/Z 4
looks like luggage would have to go a body and frame all one unit, the
town became the center of a pros
iO S ACRES O F F L O O R A ' - ^
back to the roof as it did with sm art 'name actually cu ling up in the
perous colony. In 1609, after a
S FA C evote by the General Assembly, the
cars ten years ago . . . The automo 'rent to form the windshield support
seat of government of Virginia was
bile trade is beginning to believe that and top.
moved from Jumestowu to Middle
Mechanic .Joe Speaking
there are not enough makes of cars
Plantation, now Williamsburg. With
on the market . . . Since 19“I don't ever expect It to happen
the passing of the capital James
(1 ) The new Normandie is the w orld’s largest ship, its funnel is large
motordom has said goodbye t( out think it would be a real idea if
enough to hold both tubes of the Holland Tunnel. The ship is 7H times
town was abandoned and reclaimed
Chandler, Davis. Durant. Falcon noiotists wou'.d "blow" themselves to
as long as the Eiffel Tower is high. (2 ) The first qualification for a position
by wilderness.
in this department of one of the automobile plants is th at the applicant
Erskine. Kissell, Jordan. Moon. Lo
erv.ee as they do to new cars. Watch
The Association for the Preserva
be 55 years of age or older. The tasks performed in this departm ent call
comobile. Peerless. Oakland. Wolver the average man in a showroom ana
tion of Virginia Antiquities several
for patience and experience and proves that humane consideration can
ine, Star, MacFarland. Marmon. you'd think he was a millionaire. In
years ago obtained about twenty
well be combined with good business. (3 ) This automobile company's
acres of land on the island where
Marquette,
Velle,
Sterns-Knight, the service station he grumbles if he 1
plant is so large that it contains over 105 acres of floor space, an area
a number of early American relics
targe enough for a ranch.
Rockne. Roosevelt. Wlllys-Knight. has to pay a dollar for something that
(M
were found. Recently the remainder
Viking and Gardner . . .
actually helps him drive safer.
of the Island was purchased by the
One of the popular ways of selling
"The whole family stands aiound —— -------- —---- — ——
■■
federal government for national
a factory's engineering podcy to its ancj tallgs big money when a new car telling whether or r.ot an engine has
park purposes.
dealer force is to demonstrate new is being purchased. Extras mean started. Many people still forget to
Plans for surveying the island
models with competitor's features nothing. I've seen the new car de look to the oil pressure gauge and the
and the locating of the foundations
. , . T--: idea is to prove that the new- partment sell twin horns and radios ammeter lor evidences of motor
of the early homes have been made
A R. Crocker
model works better without such to people who couldn't even be in- activity. Do not press the starter
by B. Floyd Flickinger, superintend
e n t of the Colonial National monu
features. . . Experienced drivers say terested in ordinary greasing. Maybe button immediately upon suspecting
OLD IRONSIDES
m ent At present several sites are
Oliver Wendell Holmes. 1830
things would be different if more a stall. The pause will prevent a
being considered for the camp of
Ay.
tear
her
tattered
ensign
down!
people realized that they have to go jammed or broken starter or flywheel
Long has It waved on high.
the C. C. C. company, which soon
And many an eye has danced to see
to the showroom more often because ‘ ring gear.
is to be moved from Yorktown to
That banner In the sky;
they don't go to the service station
Things That Trouble Them
Jamestown. A level open space near
Beneath it rang the battle shout.
And burst the cannon's roar;
the bridge connecting the island
often enough. "
Q The clutch of my car has
The meteor of the ocean air
with the mainland has been chosen
Shall
sweep
the
clouds
no
more!
Safety In An Annoyance
started to make an alarming noise
tentatively. Once the camp is in
That prophecy was not fulfilled
There's safety in the inconvenienc? and I am wondering if this means
for in 1934 her ensign still -waves stalled it is planned to survey the
of modern cars that makes it so dil that it is due for a repair. Each
entire Island by dividing it into 100
on
high, and the grand old U. S
ficult to see ever the hood. If you me I depress the pedal there is a
square foot areas and exploring
invariably park vour ear too far away loud squeaking sound, although I do Frigate Constitution's spars rear each separately.
from the curb line because you think not hear this when the pedal is held their lofty height toward the
your first attempt brings you close down to the floor or while the car if heavens, as they did in 1798 when
Brother* Meet at Fair
enough. Isn't It true that you will in operation. H. B H.
s*1^ sailed forth from her home por
First Time in 42 Year*
underestimate your proximity to the
A. Don't worry over this one of Boston to win glory and fame foi
Chicago.—For the first time since
shoulder of the road when on the Have your service man put some oil j herself and her country,
the elder of the two left his Tipopen highway?
on the clutch pedal shaft. Since the
Lest we forget. Major Oen. Henry erary (Ireland) home 42 years ago
Lures Him Into Trouble
car has apparently not had regular Knox was r.ot only Secretary of to seek his fortune In America, two
B E A C O N STREET
brothers met through a World's fair
A friend of mine is one of many- service I would advise you to have War. but Secretary of the Navy also,
visit ln Chicago.
BOSTON
drivers who hopes some day that the the clutch throwout collar lubricated in the cabinet of President George
The brothers are John J. Hollo
at
the
same
time.
Wa
hingtoa.
“To
his
vision
was
due
well meaning officials who insist up
way of Lynn, Mass., and Patrick
Q
Within
the
past
month
I
have
the creation of a navy for the young Holloway, fifty-seven, late soldier of
on having white lines painted along
Ideal location on Beacon Hill,
the center of the highway will decide had tw° valv* 8J>rinBS break K look£ nation. Near the clote of his service fortune, who lives with a sister at
beside the State House, and
to save paint and, as he puts it, lives. as if this might become an epidemic. as secretary. Congress at last 329 South Green Bay road. High
overlooking Boston Common
What causes such breakage and how authorized six frigates, and Sec.e- land Park.
He believes he is entirely normal but
and Public Gardens.
Although John Holloway has vis
ta;y Knox had the satisfaction of
i confesses to a strange fascination to can I prevent It? T. W
A. Valve springs, like any other seeing their construction bejun be ited Chicago several times before,
; hug the white line. He finds, morealways Patrick has been away—
springs eventually tire If they are
R E S T A U R A N T
fore his retirement. It was one of with the First Cavalry In China,
, over, that many others coming in the
given
extra
work
to
do
they
usually
a la carte and table d'hote
these, the Constitution, that came with the Sixth cavalry In Mexico,
Jopposite direction weaken to the same
j lure, the result being th at he con break. It would pay you to have all to be known as Old Ironsides, with the Rainbow Division in
Club Breakfast
the valve springs renewed. A livelier,
stantly finds himself coming too close
through her spectacular victory France. But this time when John
Lunch
i to approaching vehicles Hence my more efficient motor would be the over the Guerriere in the War of stepped off the Boston bus. an el
derly gentleman said to him:
Dinner
I repeating the point th at a highway- reward.
1812."
“Are you John Holloway?”
Q I have been annoyed by having
white line is something to keep away
She was launched in October 1797
“Sure! And you're P at!”
my
engine
stall
when
I
make
quick
C A F E T E R IA
from, not follow.
and
her
first
cruise
was
in
July.
stops. If I manage to shift to neutral
O n T a k in g Those Curves
Socrates’ H em lock Cup
everything is all right. Could this be 1|98thc frief war with the
Pleasant outside location fac
"Gunning" the engine in taking due t0 the carburetor float or the use French Republic. In May. 18C3 Corning B o w d o in an d Beacon
O ffered Doom ed German*
curves professionally is not properly of a t00 !<?an mjXtUre? H N. J.
mander Preble was appointed as her
Streets. Modem and up-toBerlin.—Reports that ttiere was
understood even in the best regulated
A carburetors often are disturbed commander and the following June under consideration Id Germany a
date. A variety of foods
automotive families. Because race bj. our mtx|ern abrupt stopping but she sailed with the squadron des- plan to offer thoae convicted of cap
moderately priced.
ital crimes the privilege of dying
drivers are able to take curves grace- j rhink you will be able to solve your tined to act against Tripoli and aidEUROPEAN PLAN RATES
fully by accelerating rather than problem by pressing the clutch pedal ed in ridding the Mediterranean of like Socrates, by quaffing the “hem
lock," were confirmed by publica
slowing down the average driver
Rooms without bath
thinks th a t he can save himself an plying the brakes suddenly. You're was during the 1812 war, which be- tion in the Berliner Boersenzeltung
of quotations from the new legal
$ 2 .0 0 U p
upset by stepping on the gas as hard stalling the motor with the brakes, , gan June 12, leaving the Chesa
code proposed by Doctor Guertner,
as he can. This is fatal. A race
Rooms with bath
peake for New York under command ex-relchsmlnister of Justice.
driver goes into a highway curve at
Guertner’a plan la to offer the
$ 3 .0 0 u p
■
6 of Cant. Isaac Hull. Aug. 19 she
a reasonable rate of speed but when
i captured the British Frigate Guer- condemned In their cells a poison
cup or a firearm and let them carry
he finds the rear end tending to
Special rates for
' riere, 49 guns, after an action of 30
out the sentence themselves.
swing outward he immediately steps
permanent occupancy
minutes. Sh’ followed this up with
Caro E. Turner
Severe penalties are also sug
on the gas instead of the brakes. The
other victories during that war. gested for violations of the dueling
movement of the rear wheels, turn. .
,
ing in the direction of the curve
I too the samea* the other club Ard how she could sail, once she code or for "frivolous” Instigation
rather than the tangent at which the
members, regret the passing of lo?3ed 11 knots to escape a British of a duel.
rear end of the car wants to slide.
Adella F. Veazie,the founder and Jsf)uadron; ln half a gale of wind
L eipzig Show* Pencil*
defeats centrifugal force or at least
president of ourN.C.C. I always . ur-der reduced canvas she logged
That W ill W eigh M ail
counteracts it sufficiently to keep the enjoyed reading her articles, as they i13' 2 toots. Under her original rig
Leipzig.—Your fountain pen or
were both interesting and instructive. ’ her maifi truck was 202 feet above
car moving on a safer course.
and I have them in my scrapbooks 'he water line, her main yard 96 feet pencil, after being used to write a
O n e Reason F o r S ta llin g
letter, also may be utilized to weigh
the
I cherish the fine friendly letter of ion?; the ship is over 172 feet on the It and indicate the required post
Are you having trouble with
water
line.
motor stalling? If so, it's a sign that j welcome she wrote me when I
age. A pocket pen or pencil of the
I quote from a Tampa, Fla., news ordinary size Is equipped with a
the mixture is too lean for this time joined the club,
of year. All modern engines have a
I did not know her personally, but paper an editorial printed while the letter scale with spring attach
tendency toward stalling because felt a great interest in her and her ! Constitution was on
her famous ment. On placing a letter on the
end of the pencil, an Indicator at
braking is so severe it disturbs the beautiful flowers, as I too am an 23 000 milecruise, visiting 90 ports,
once points to the necessary post
The
Eagle
of
the
Seas
best of carburetors. An engine is ardent lover of flowers and nature.
age, whether for domestic or for
It's Old Ironsides yet, in both a p  eign delivery. The new device,
however, always much more sensitive I like to think of her parsing as
pearance
and
spirit,
and
in
spite
of
There Is no death: The stars do down.
which Is cheap and highly prac
to disturbance if its mixture is too
To rise upon some fairer shore.
physical repairs, this is 'the same tical, has been exhibited at the
lean. Another point to consider is
N.C.C. 5.
ship, pride of the United States Leipzig fair.
the fact that if the high speed and
Weeks Mills.
Navy, th at made history more than
low speed mixtures do not blend
a century ago. The days of wooden
properly there will be a dead spot In
ships and irony men are gone. But
the motor's performance in some p:
95 Appearance* in
there aren’t any better sailors than
of the speed range under 20 miles
Court Set* Record
per hour.
John Paul Jones. Com. Joshua Bar
Salem, Mass.—Police believe
ney, Oliver Hazard Perry, or Capt.
Makes Chains Last Longer
that Salvatore Vitale, elderly
Isaac Hull. And in 1812, nor there
Beverly resident, holds some sort
An inspection of tire chains will
of a record. He has been in court
after, no enemy of the United States
show
that
often
they
give
way,
not
RADIO in every room
exactly 95 times on various mi
in any war ever set foot upon. Old
because they are worn through but
nor charges. His latest sentence
Ironside’s deck except as a prisoner
because they have cracked
This
was to the state farm on a non
I Executive Office
of war.
ought to be a tip to drive slower when
support and drunkenness charge
I HOTEL MANGER
I made my first appearance in
going over bared or dry portions of
? North Station, Boston
I the road. The higher the speed the
Boston in 1881, and came for good
j Please se n d ----- Recognition Cards j
more
sharply
the
links
strike
the
in 1886. Believe it or not, my first
| for use by friends and myself. No’ j
M RS.
appearance, also my wife's, on board
| obligation.
j road.
HOM E-M AKER
FIRST CLASS
the famous ship was on Sept. 26.
.
|
The Pause That Saves
Its the best place to find
1934.
As
there
were
only
two
other
TRUCKING
SERVICE
SName ............................................... | i While the steel rings on the flyunusual bargains . . . and
AND FURNITURE MOVERS
the best place to dispose visitors on board that afternoon we
i Street
i I wheel
modern engines makes it
FOSTER'S TRANSFER
of unwanted things.
saw everything on the three decks.
j
....................
| ' more difficult to break teeth in careW
.
R. FOSTER, Prop.
I c i t y ............................................................ .. j less cranking nevertheless this is offAnd our advice to others is to do
Tel. Thomaston 139-3 Rev. Chg.
thou likewise.
N . C. C. No. 2
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I I set to some extent by difficulty in
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OF Tke New

BUT—W H A T O F H IS EYES?
T
HOW TO READ OR WORK
UNDER
ARTIFICIAL LIGHT

him. Regularly you take him to a dentist for examina
tion and care. Y ou want his teeth clean and straight and
aound. You know pretention pays.

But are y o u as th o r o u g h in d e v e lo p in g g o o d h ab its o f
read in g an d w o r k in g u n d er artificial ligh t? H ave y o u taugh t

him not t o d o h is lesso n s u n d er a glarin g lig h t— o r by to o
little lig h t— o r lig h t from th e w r o n g direction?

See the New

N o w read fneing A t light.
The direct glare from the
lamp* strains your eyes.

THE SAUNTERER

HOTEL

W ICE a day he brushes his teeth, at you hate taught

STUDENT
READING
LAMP
M ost practical lam p ever designed
for hum an ey e s . . . fo r th e stud en t

Better
Light!
Better
Sight!

. . . bridge . . . sew in g . . . g a m es . . .
right way

or an y ey estrain w ork.

That’s better! Now A t lig h t
fa lls on A t page and you can
read w ith ou t eyestrain.

Endorsed

by tea ch ers, op tician s, lig h tin g en
gin eers and parents.

/

BELLEVUE

THE ROAMER

BOSTON

«\
READ
IT

The C ourier-G azette

T A K E O N E H O M E A N D T R Y IT

$C 95

5

Complete with new style cord,
bulb and a FREE carton ot
six Gfl-watt bulbs for next few
days.
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Progress o f Philip Sheridan

When the Civil war broke out
Philip H. Sheridan, a newly made
captain, wrote this to a friend:
"Who knows? Perhaps I may have
a chance to earn a major's commis
sion.” He jumped clear over the
ranks of major and lieutenant colo
nel to colonel, then brigadier gen
eral and major general and finally
he was appointed general of the
United States army. At the head
of the cavalry he was to General
Grant what Marshal Murat was to
Napoleon.

j:

and sh e k n ow s i t /

V

sh e sh o w s i t /
GIRLS in their "tssni", mothsrt, children . . .
•II ere at their very bait when wearing Kaliitan-ibi.

Correct in style, correct in conitruc-

tion, Kali-itan-iki are both smart and comfort
able,

admired

by

avaryona,

traaiurad

by

thoia who wear them . . . thoroughly talii-

First Envelope* Mads in U.

factory from ovary standpoint of appearance

S.

Envelopes were first made ln 1839
by a Mr. Pierson of New York city
In a little store on Fulton atreet.
The first envelope machine patent
was granted January 23, 1849, to J.
K. Park and C. 8. Watson of New
York. The first practical envelope
folding machine that was success
ful commercially was patented Jan
uary 21, 1853, by Dr. Russell L.
Harris of Worcester, Mass. Win
dow envelopes were devised by
Thomas Callahan, patented Jane 10,
1902.

and serviceability. The beautiful modern stylos,
distinctive naw leathers and wonderful wortmanKali-stan-ils
lisplay hare wil
Coma

Genuine

SEALSKIN
Orford

Founding the Epworth League

The Epworth league was founded
!n Cleveland, Ohio, May 15, 1889,
by a group of five societies of Meth
odist young people. No particular
Individual seems especially Identi
fied with the founding. The league
takes Its name from Epworth pariah
In England, where John Wesley,
founder of Methodism, was born.
It has grown rapidly, la represented
In both the Methodist Church North
and South and has branches in a
dozen foreign countries, Including
China. There are 30,000 chapters
and 2,000,000 members.

A A A to D W id th * to “ F it” Y o u r F e e t

$ 6 .0 0 a p a i r

MCLAIN’S SHOE STORE
432 Main Street,

Rockland

Berkshire Industrial Farm
The Berkshire Industrial farm la
near Canaan, N. Y. The Berkahlru
farm gives to destitute, neglected
and Imperiled boys the environment
and training which will make them
useful and self-supporting men.
This work was founded nearly half
a ceptury ago by those who felt It
was better to prevent Juvenile de
linquency than to permit it to ripen
Into criminality. Thousands of hap
py and successful graduates of the
farm are a tribute to Its tralnlnlg.
The Berkshire farm, which la na
tional and non-sectarian, la support
ed by voluntary contributions.
Monkey* Have Language

Investigators who have studied
apea and monkeys are convinced
that they have a language of their
own and have worked out the mean
ings of the various sounds. One of
them was able to identify 32 dif
ferent "words” used by chlmpantees. Similar researches among
tats and poultry have disclosed 15
’words” used by the former and 12
unployed by ham*

FLO RIDA

M IA M I’S
I d e a l R e s o r t H o te l
Convenient to all points of Interest—Modern In every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
Booklet
on
Application
H. H. Mase
Manager

HOTEL

June to
October

GRALYNN

Maselynn

Corner Second Street
and First Avenue

Moderate Rates
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed

Hotel
Stamford
Del. Co.

N. Y.

